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FIELD THEORY FOR TRAPPED ATOMIC GASES

H.T.C. Stoof

Abstract

In this course we give a selfcontained introduction to the quantum
field theory for trapped atomic gases, using functional methods throu-
ghout. We consider both equilibrium and nonequilibrium phenomena.
In the equilibrium case, we first derive the appropriate Hartree Fock
theory for the properties of the gas in the normalphase. We then turn
our attention to the properties of the gas in the superfluid phase, and
present a microscopic derivation of the Bogoliubov and Popov theo-
ries of Bose-Einstein condensation and the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
theory of superconductivity. The former are applicable to trapped
bosonic gases such as rubidium, lithium, sodium and hydrogen, and
the latter in particular to the fermionic isotope of atomic lithium. In
the nonequilibrium case, we discuss various topics for which a field-
theoretical approach is especially suited, because they involve physics

that is not contained in the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Examples are
quantum kinetic theory, the growth and collapse of a Bose conden-
sate, the phase dynamics of bosonic and fermionic superfluids, and
the collisionless collective modes of a Bose gas below the critical tern-

pernt tire.

1 Introduction

An important trend in the condensed matter physics of the last two decades,

has been the use of advanced field-theoretical methods to discuss various
subtle and fundamental properties of interacting many-particle systems at
low temperatures. There are several reasons for this trend. The first reason
is of course, that a traditional topic in statistical and condensed matter
physics is the 'study of phase transitions and critical phenomena, for which
the universal properties are independent of the microscopic details of the
system and can therefore be determined by a field theory describing only the
large-scale properties of the system of interest. Since the latter are usually
solely determined by symmetry considerations, this has led to the important
concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking, which has turned out to be not
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222 Coherent Atomic Matter Waves

only highly successful in condensed matter physics, but also in high-energy
physics and in particular in the Standard Model of elementary particles [1].

A second reason is that soon after the development of the renormaliza-
tion group methods for critical phenomena [2], it was realized that the same
methods can in fact be used to describe the large-scale properties of many-
particle systems at any temperature and not only near the critical one.
Moreover, application of the renormalization group ideas does not only lead
to an understanding of the static behaviour but also of the dynamical prop-
erties [3]. As a result quantum field theories can be used to conveniently
determine the dynamics of many-particle systems close to equilibrium. i.e.,
for example the linear hydrodynamical equations of motion. In addition, it
can even be used in highly nonequilibrium situations where in general also
nonlinearities play an important role. This feature, that also the dynamics
of the system can be captured by a quantum field theory, has for instance
led in recent years to the study of so-called quantum phase transitions [4].

Finally, the importance of field-theoretical methods in condensed matter
physics is associated with the observation that also the effects of imperfec-
tions, i.e., disorder, can be treated in this way [5]. Apart from the tech-
nological importance of disorder, for example for superconducting magnets,
disorder leads also to fundamentally new physics such as the phenomenon
of localization [6]. In quantum Hall systems, a combination of disorder and
interaction effects give rise to the realization of various peculiar quantum
fluids with fractionally charged excitations [7]. The application of field theo-
ries has proven to be highly successful in this case and has led to a theory of
the quantum Hall effect in terms of edge states that form a chiral Luttinger
liquid [8]. In mesoscopic physics, the study of disorder in small electronic
structures has resulted in the so-called random matrix theory [9], which has
also been of much use in the study of the quantization of classically chaotic
systems.

In this course we aim to show that quantum field theory is also very
convenient for obtaining a detailed understanding of the equilibrium and
nonequilibrium properties of trapped atomic gases. After the first observa-
tions of Bose-Einstein condensation in 1995 [10 12]. degenerate atomic gases
have received again a great deal of attention and are presently the main
subject of study of a large number of experimental and theoretical groups
around the world. The reason for all this excitement is, first of all, that
Bose-Einstein condensation has never before been observed experimentally
in a clear-cut manner, even though this phenomenon was already predicted
by Einstein in 1925 [13]. Second, it is of fundamental interest because it
is the only phase transition that occurs also in the absense of interactions
and is, therefore, the textbook example for the use of statistical-physics
methods. Finally, the goal of achieving Bose-Einstein condensation turned
out to be much more difficult than anticipated at first. Just before the
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breakthrough in 1995, it had even acquired the nature of a "quest for the
holy grail", since the pioneering experiments were already performed in

1980 [14].
From a theoretical point of view, a quantitative understanding of the

experiments with cold atomic gases requires that we take into account the
following two effects. First, the gas is magnetically trapped in an, usually
axially symmetric, harmonic oscillator potential. This is necessary because,
in order to obtain the required record low temperatures of 1 100 nK, the
gas cannot be allowed to have any contact with material walls. Second,

the atoms of the gas interact with each other, which in general dramatically
affects the behaviour of the condensed gas, even at the relevant low densities

of 1012 1014 cm-3. An accurate description of these degenerate gases
thus requires the solution of a highly inhomogeneous many-body problem.
The theoretical challenge posed by these new quantum systems lies therein
that the density of the gas is sufficiently small that it should be possible
to accurately solve this many-body problem from first principles and to
compare the outcome of the theory directly with experiment, i.e., without
any adjustable parameters. In our opinion, quantum field theory is the most
simple way in which we are able to meet this challenge.

2 Equilibrium field theory

We start our development of the quantum field theory of trapped atomic
gases by considering first the equilibrium properties of these gases. We
consider both Bose and Fermi gases, and the ultimate aim of this section
is to arrive, for both cases, at an accurate description of the normal and
superfluid phases of the gas. Although mixtures of Bose and Fermi gases are
also of current interest, we do not consider them explicitlyhere, because they

can be treated by a straightforward generalization of the theory. In Section 3
we then turn to the nonequilibrium properties, which are perhaps the most
interesting and certainly the least understood at present. The reason for

organizing the course in this way, is that the development of the equilibrium
theory gives us an opportunity to introduce all the necessary tools that
are required for a treatment of the more complicated nonequilibrium case.
In particular, we present in detail the way in which we can make use of
functional methods. To make also a connection with the more familiar
operator language, however, we first briefly summarize the outcome of the
second quantization formalism.

2.1 Second quantization

The atoms of interest to us have internal degrees of freedom due to the
electron and nuclear spins. In principle this is very important, because it
gives the atom a magnetic moment, which is used to trap the atoms in a
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magnetic field minumum. During this course, however, we restrict ourselves
to atomic gases that are a mixture of at most two hyperfine states. Without
loss of generality, we can then suppose to have N identical atoms with mass
in and effective spin s in an external potential V"x(x). As a result, the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation we have to solve is

. a
= filT(0).

where the hamiltonian is

N 2
1 N

2m?-1 )=

(2.1)

(2.2)

= iii. and all other commutators of the positions and momenta
vanish. The first term in the right-hand side is the sum of the one-particle
hamiltonians, which includes an effective Zeeman interaction that accounts
for a possible difference in the hyperfine energies. The second term repre-
sents the interactions. For simplicity, we have assumed that the interaction
1/(ici Xi) is independent of the hyperfine states of the atoms i and j. This
is in general not justified for realistic atomic gases, but is valid for the spe-
cific applications that we have in mind Moreover, in Section 2.6 we also
discuss the general case. Finally, we have also neglected possible three-body
forces. This is a result of the fact that we are interested in dilute quantum
gases, for which it is highly improbable for three atoms to simultaneously
interact with each other.

Without interactions the eigenstates are, of course, given by the states
{1111,a1)1 0 In2, az)2 InN,aN)Arl, where the specific quantum state
for each atom is exactly known. Here n = (nx,ny,nz) and the nonnegative
integers n, , ny, and 7/, denote the three quantum numbers that are re-
quired to specify the one-particle eigenstates in the external potential. The
wave functions and energies of these eigenstates are xn(x) (xln) and cr
respectively, and are found from the time-independent Schrödinger equation

h2v2
V(x) _ En} xn(X) = 0 (2.3)

2m

In addition, the internal state la) is a shorthand notation for Is, nts). The
many-body wave function IlIf(t)), however, has to be symmetric or anti-
symmetric under permutations for bosonic or fermionic atoms, respectively.
Therefore it is more convenient to use a properly (anti)symmetrized version
of the above basis, i.e., the states I{N,-,,}) with the occupation numbers
Nri, = 0, 1, 2, ... , oo for bosons and Nn, = 0, 1 for fermions. The Hilbert
space of all these states, without the constraint N = En, Nri,, is known
as the Fock space.

P

2

0

+ V"(ki) Beff} +
.1

= vx-

(ics, p
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Clearly, the iiiaii -body wave function 141(t)) can be expanded in this
basis as

itp(o) = E T(INn,A.t)1{Nn..}). (2.4)

{

where kI/({Nn,1. t) is the amplitude for the gas to be in state 1{N,L,}) at
time, t. In this basis the Schrödinger equation becomes

0 = ({Nn,0}1f11{N:i.})q({N},t), (2.5)
ot

which shows that we need the matrix elements of the hamiltonian between
different states in the Fock space. To calculate these most easily we intro-
duce so-called annihilation operators //),, by

Nn,c, ) N/Nri.cil , Nn,er L ) (2.6)

from which it follows that the creation operators I-A.0 obey

= . , Nn, + 1, . . . . (2.7)

As a result, we see that the operator counts the number of atoms
in the state In, a), i.e.,

1-P,!,,j3n.a Nn.cv ) Nn.o I , - - ) (2.8)

We have also that = = 0 and most impor-
tantly that

[71)11,a,nt,,,,JT = 6.6lb re (v.0' (2.9)

In equations (2.7) and (2.9) the upper sign refers to bosons and the lower
to fermions. This will be true throughout the course.

From these results we can now easily show, first of all, that the basis in
the Fock space is given by

(1^41,0Yvn."
=-11 10) ,

N/Nn,
(2.10)

with 10) the vacuum state containing no atoms. Second, the hamiltonian is

ft = E
1

+ 2 E E lirt,n';m,m041,
cv,(' ,m,m'

(2.11)

11;11,a I , = 1

17:111.1.0 1 :\ 11.01 ) ± Nn.al

I = N 11.(t 1

11.0

.,.

/17nt'.(111;in',a431",a

tP({Nn..}.f) E

. . . . . .

VI

INLJ

P,1),,i(ftn).(1,
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a) n,a b)

m',a'

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the interaction terms in a) equation (2.11)
and b) equation (2.13).

with en = cn 7msB0fr En + En the one-particle energies. Furthermore,

Vn,n' ;m,m' f dx f dxf (X1)17(X XI)Xn, (X)Xm, (Xf ) (2.12)

is the amplitude for a collision which scatters two atoms out of the states
1m, a) and lrn', a') into the states In, a) and In', o/!), as schematically shown
in Figure 1(a).

Introducing the field operators 0,.,(x) = En zi).,.x..(x) and /7):;,(x) =
that annihilate and create atoms in the spin state la) at

position x respectively, we can rewrite this result into

_ E f dx e(x) 422:2

1 7+ 2 E dx f dx' (x)//),1- , (x')V(x x')zp, (x )w(x) . (2.13)

Note that, due to the (anti)commutation relations of the creation and an-
nihilation operators and the orthogonality of the wave functions xn(x),
the field operators obey [(x), ,(x')]f = [Vicc(x),, (x')]F = 0 and

= (5(x Moreover, it is also important for the
following to note that the number operator is

= = E idx (2.14)
n.oe

and, similarly, that the effective total spin operator is

§ = E = E (Ix e(x)(aIgIa').'(x). (2.15)

Wm' /
m ,a

(x),li'lLaAt*.

ii
2m

+ V (x) + co} t/..(x)

Wo(x),/pI(x')] T x')(5o,o,.

E tifl(x)ti,n(x)
a

0,0

=

0.1'1,

\ \

-+

En

Arl
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The density of atoms in the state la) is thus simply ft(x) = z)1,(x)(x).
This completes our brief discussion of the second quantization formal-

ism. In principle, we could now proceed to develop an operator formulation
of the quantum field theory of interest to us. Since the experimentally
most important observables can be expressed as appropriate products of
the field operators, as we have just seen, this would essentially amount
to the study of the (imaginary) time evolution of the Heisenberg opera-
tor //,(x, = e(1:1-/1COTMil>(x)e-("nTrn at a fixed chemical potential
p [151. Put differently, the desired quantum field theory would be defined
by the Heisenberg equation of motion

(2.16)

and we would need to solve this equation in a sufficiently accurate ap-
proximation. As mentioned previously, however, we here want to develop
Feynman's "path-integral" formulation of the problem, which will turn out
to be much more convenient for our purposes. To do so in a manner that
is the same for both bosonic and fermionic atomic gases, we first need to
introduce some mathematical background.

2.2 Grassmann variables and coherent states

We have seen that in the case of fermions, we need to make use of anti-
commuting creation and annihilation operators. This automatically builds
in the Pauli principle in the theory, because it implies that (01 (,)210) = 0
and thus that the occupation numbers N,, are restricted to be either 0 or
1. For reasons that will become clear in a moment, it is in that case also
convenient to introduce anticommuting complex numbers or Grossmann
variables. The simplest example is to have two such Grossmann variables,
say 0 and 0*. The set {1,0, 0*, 0*0}, and linear combinations thereof with
complex coefficients, form then a so-called Grossmann algebra.

By definition we have [0, 01+ = kb, 01+ = [0* , 01+ = 0 and thus in
particular 02 = 0*2 = 0. Therefore, the above set is indeed complete. The
complex conjugation in this algebra is defined by (0)* = 0*, (0*)* = 0,
and (0*0)* = (0)* (0* )* = 0. Moreover, we can also define an analytic
function on this algebra by

A(0*, = aii + (1120 + a210* + a220*0. (2.17)

As a result, it is natural to define also a differentiation by

a
= a12 a220*. (2.18)

1i57,WA,(x,r) = [fi
.

p11,0(,(X, 7)j-
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To be more precise this is in fact a left differentiation and the minus sign
occurs, because we need to permute 0* and 0 before we can differentiate
with respect to 0. So, similarly, we have

a
= a21 + a220

00*

and

(2.19)

02 02
= A(0*, 0) = a22 (2.20)

00*00 0000*

Next we also need integrations over these Grassmann variables. Note that
since 02 = 0 we have only two possible integrals, namely j. (10 1 and f d0 0.
We define these by

and

d0 1 = 0 (2.21)

I(10 = 1 . (2.22)

This means that integration is equivalent to differentation. The main reason
for the above definition is that we want the integration to obey the usual
rules of partial integration. In particular, this implies that

(10
OF (0)

= 0 , (2.23)
00

for any function F(0) = /*I f20. It is clear that this condition requires that
f (10 1 = 0. The result of f d0 0 is then solely a question of normalization.
It turns out that we are primarily interested in integrals of the form

f
ddç A(0*, 0) = f cId (an + a120 + a210* + a22(.5*(/)) = a22

(2.24)

as we will see in Section 2.3.
Clearly, we can now also consider the Grassmann algebra based on the

variables and 07*, with n = 1, 2, ... , cc. What we will need in the following
are gaussian integrals over these variables. It is not difficult to show with
the above definitions that

f (H dc,cdon) exp E (gLAn,n'On, = detA = cT Al, (2.25)
n,n'

A((b* . 0)

(0*,

I.

0

.

a
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If the variables On and 0* were just ordinary complex numbers we would
in contrast have the result

ddorz)
exp E (gA,, 1

27ri detA
e-Tr[In A) (2.26)

These last two results will be used many times in the following.
One immediate use of these Grassmann variables is that we can now con-

sider eigenstates of the annihilation operator '0,,, also when we are dealing
with fermions. These eigenstates are called coherent states. Consider the
state

10n,e) (1 0n,a'CbI,a)10) = exp 10) , (2.27)

where 0,,, is a Grassmann variable that also anticommutes with the cre-
ation and annihilation operators in our Fock space. Clearly we have that

'Cbn,.on,() = zbn,,10) + on,o^pn,azNi,a10)

= can,10) = on,.(1 on,o-PI,.)10) = (2.28)

so 10n.a) is indeed an eigenstate of lb,a with eigenvalue 0,. In general
we can now make the states

10) = exp
n,a

10) (2.29)

that obey 7:1 n I = On,a 10). Introducing the Grassmann-valued field
(x) = On,«Xn(x) , the latter two relations can be rewritten as

10) = exp E f dx 0, (x) 10) (2.30)

and '0 (x)10) =
It is important to note that these coherent states are not orthonormal.

In contrast, we find that

= 11(01(1 oin,aig,.)10)
n,a

=ri(i+)= exp {E 0:1,a(kin,a
n,a

= exp {E f dx 0.:,(x)(x)}
a

(2.31)

f {
I-1
Ti _

-0,,

0,0:.)

E
{-

a

(olo') c)o

n,a

( -=ab = .
, , re

II )1.11'

E

et0W)

=

dnuY0 }

000010-
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Nevertheless they obey a closure relation, as can be seen explicitly from

(Hd4.i.d0n,a) exp {
n,er

H f dcb;don,a (1 on.L)10)(01(1
n,ce

= (10)(01 I1)(11) = I (2.32)
n,o

We write this from now on simply as

d[0*]d[0] e10)(01=

The interesting observation at this point is that essentially the same for-
mulaes also hold for bosons [16,17]. We have only a minus sign difference
in

(2.33)

10) = exp fdx 0 (x)(x)} 10) , (2.34)

but then it can still be easily shown that 17) (x)10) = (x)10) . A convenient
way to do so is, for instance, by noting that the commutation relation

= 8(x x')(5,,, implies that 17),(x) acts as
on these states. Furthermore, the same expressions hold for the overlap
(010') and the closure relation, if we define the integration measure by
f d[0]d[0] f fl d0n*,,,d0n,(,/(27ri) in this case.

Summarizing, we have thus found for bosons and fermions that

10) = exp {±E f dx 0(x)e(x)} 10) , (2.35)
a

NO) = e (2.36)

and

fd[O]d[0] e1/5)10) (01 = (2.37)

The last ingredient we need is that in terms of these coherent states the
trace of an operator 0 over the Fock space can be expressed as

Tr[O] = f d[0*]d[0] e(+01610) (2.38)

.} 10)(01

= I

I

Vio(x). (5/(5t.'4,(x)

E..

I

n

dn.° )( On.(k0;,,t )

{E

E O.
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The minus sign in the fermionic case is easily understood from the fact that
we then have ({Arr,,,}10)(01{N,,,,}) = (-01{N,,})({N,,}10), due to the
anticommuting nature of the Grossmann variables. After this mathematical
interlude we can now return to physics and to our goal of arriving at a unified

treatment of bosonic and fermionic atomic gases.

2.3 Functional integrals

We are interested in determining the equilibrium properties of a trapped
atomic gas at some temperatureT. From statistical physics we know that all
these properties can be obtained from the grand-canonicalpartition function

Z = Tr [e-1"-111 (2.39)

where /3 = 1/ buT and ft the chemical potential. We thus need to evaluate
this quantity. As mentioned previously, we want to do so by making use of

quantum field theory and, in addition, of Feynman's path-integral approach
to quantum mechanics. We thus want to write the partition function as a
functional integral over time-dependent fields cio,(x, 7), just like the partition
function of a single particle in an external potential can be written as a
functional integral over all time-dependent paths x(7). This can indeed be
achieved with the coherent states that we have introduced in the previous

section.
We start with using our formula (2.38) for the trace of an operator,

Z = f d[0*]d[0] e(±cble-'3(11--iiiCi)10) , (2.40)

and observe that we are thus faced with the task of calculating the matrix
elements (cbAfle-r'(H-PN)100) with 00(x) = cb(x) and ciS*A1(x) =

This is difficult in general but can be simplified in the following way. We first

realize that the operator e-13(11-PN) is identical to the quantum mechanical
evolution operator U(t, 0) = e-i(H-PN)qh evaluated at t = -ih,(3. Put
differently, we thus want to calculate the matrix elements of the imaginary-
time evolution operator U(-iv, 0) for T = hO. To do so, we next split the
time interval [0, ho] into M pieces, with rm = mhf3IM and m = 0, 1, , M.

So AT = The procedure is summarized in Figure 2.
At each intermediate time Tin we then apply a closure relation of the

coherent states. This gives

(Om le-13(11-121C1)100)
(2.41)

(711 d[07]d[0,]
HAI

leco. --7(1-1"J1)/4107,,-- 1)
'I In= I In= I

±(:)* (X).

e- ((Pm0,))

,
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AT

tM=l7Il tm_I
T2 T 1 Te

Fig. 2. Illustration of the slicing of the imaginary time interval 10, hill needed for
Feynman's path-integral formulation of the partition function.

Now we can use that in the limit Al oo we only need to know the latter
matrix elements up to order T. because terms of order (Ar)2 lead to
corrections of order M(T)2 a 1/M, which vanish in that limit. Hence

(Om ) (0m11 AT(f/ piCr)/h14),_1) (2.42)

(077,145m-1)(1 TH [0 /h) ,

with the grand-canonical hamiltonian functional resulting from
equations (2.13) and (2.14) equal to

H[0* , ctd = E dx E/):'(x) [12,72 + Vex(x) + 0,(x)

+ E I dx dx' 0,',(x),(x')V(x x')(x')0,(x) , (2.43)

since 7/),.(x)10) = 0(x)10) and (OP!, (x) = (OW, (x).
Thus, neglecting terms of order (A7-)2, we can again exponentiate the

right-hand side of equation (2.42), which leads in first instance to

(Om le-AT(1-1-111 )/fi kbm-r) (2.44)

and therefore for the desired matrix element of the imaginary-time evolution
operator to

M-1

((0Mle#(1/tig)lcb0 -= d[dd[Orn] e(Ondcb,)) (2.45)
rn=1

x exp Ec(ondom_i)
m=1

-

-

co,

2
,(1'

= e((bn^10--.)-Ar"fr4,4)"'-ilrn,

Al

.111-111

le-"A'"1 .

===

lb

ATH[0:.0,_,1/h)

=
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This can then be manipulated into the suggestive form

(01. Ie_oo_basi- )ko) e0 f H dfricdkkinj (2.46)
m=1

,

-1

Ill

x exp { V A r (h ' n) +
m=1

(0t110, -(0m10 )

LAT
Ifkg Om -11)

Taking now the continuum limit AI oc and putting Om Ei 0(r,), we find
that

(oAlic-30-1-Picoloo) =
cf,*(h13)=0,

e(0(ht3)1400)) d[(bld[0] e-s[6'41/h
fq5(0)---00

where the so-called Euclidean action is

zI dr E f dx

(2.47)

0
, r) + H [0* (r), 0(1} (2.48)

This is essentially the desired functional integral over the complex fields
0,(x, 7-) with the boundary conditions 0,(x, 0) = 00(x) and ct),*,(x, TO) =

040 (x) . It is precisely the field theory analogue of the Feynman path
integral. To obtain the partition function we only need to put 00(x) equal
to ±cbm(x) and perform a last integration over m(x) and gi (x). It then
finally becomes

Z = f d[0101 e .601/h (2.49)

with the boundary conditions 0,(x, h13) = ±0(x, 0), i.e., the fields are
periodic in [0, hill for bosons and antiperiodic for fermions. Note that in
equation (2.47) we have used the same notation for the integration measure
as in equation (2.49), although there is in principle one more integration in
the expression for the partition function. The difference is in the continuum
limit accounted for in the boundary conditions, which are in practice usually
left implicite. Having arrived at an exact identity between the partition
function and a functional integral, we are now going to familiarize ourselves
with this identity, and with how to perform functional integrals in general,
by considering the ideal quantum gases.

s[b*, (I)] =

Or

-1

=
ito
1 )

/
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2.4 Ideal quantum gases

Since the partition functions Z0 of the ideal quantum gases are known ex-
actly, they are ideal test cases for our field-theoretical methods. Moreover,
a thorough knowledge of the ideal quantum gases is also an important first
step in understanding experiments with trapped atomic gases, because the
effects of the interatomic interaction can essentially be included perturba-
tively. How this perturbation theory is performed is discussed in detail in
Section 2.5, but before we can do that we need to understand the noninter-
acting gases first. In that case, we have

So [0* , cb] = /TO dr dx (2.50)
0 0

v2
x cg(x, r) {h + V" (x) + c O(, T)

UT 2m

and the partition function is a Gaussian integral, which explains why we
were interested in Gaussian integrals in Section 2.2. It will be illustrative
to evaluate this partition function in three different ways.

2.4.1 Semiclassical method

In the first way, we perform the evaluation of the trace involved in the
definition of the partition function at the end of the calculation, and start by
considering the matrix element (±01e-13(11-IAN)10) as the functional integral

H d[Id[On,(]) exp {E (4, (h13)0,,,(h13)}
n,

1
x exp

0
E (/)(r) a(4- + en IL) 011,a (7-) ,

h OT
fl

which is the product for each n and a of the path integral

nof d[01d[0] exp {0*(h13)0(h13) -1
0

dr 0*(T) (hra ft) 0(r)}
h

with the boundary conditions 0(0) = 0 and 0(h13) = ±0* . It clearly corre-
sponds to the matrix element (+01 e-13( 14)) for one particular value
of n and a. We calculate this matrix element by performing a shift in the
integration variables, i.e., Or) = 00(r) + (7-) and 0*(r) = 0;1(r) + *(r),
where 0,1 (r) obeys the "classical" equations of motion

,50[0* ,

60* (T)
= (h e 0,(r) = 0

OT
0=0,1

(2.51)

E /

(x,

kon=4,

(43)=±0.

L
111,(1

{
1113/ dr

.

- .10 + 1

(0.

--

0]
tt)
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and similarly for (41(T). The solutions with the correct boundary solutions
are Oci(T) = 0-('-147-/ri and 1(T) = ±0*e(fP)(7-60)/h, leading to the
path integral

exp {±e-13(E-140*q5}

1
x f dridK1 exp {-ft

a
dr *(r)(,) + E ft) (T)}

forifi

with the boundary conditions C(h0) = 0. This means that the last

path integral is just equal to (01e")0'10) 1 and that the desired
result is just the prefactor.

Substituting this for each value of n and o, we apparently have

= exp {(±c5le-t3(11-"Thiq5) ± EC-13('-'- th, ithIL) n*,cv , n,o
n.c

and the partition function becomes the product

= ffl
n,ck

d0d0k.
(27i)(1±0/2

{ e-13(10 -P))0n*,(10n,a}

= 11(1 ± e""-it))Tl = exp { T E ln(1 ± e-43"))

(2.52)

(2.53)

This is the correct result, because from the usual thermodynamic identity
(N) = Oln Z0/0(01t) we find

(3') E e13('n.0--it) ± 1n,a

as desired.

(2.54)

2.4.2 Matsubara expansion

The second way is easier and more common in practice. We immediately

start with

Zn = Id[o]d[o] e-sokr,ouh

and incorporate the boundary conditions by expanding the fields as

0(1(x, T) = E on,nxn,x, in7-3
n, 7/

(2.55)

(2.56)

(0).=
=

Zo

11,0

=

e--407-

T

111.,1

.
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where w = r(2n)lhi3 for bosons and w = 7/(2n + Whir for fermions.
These are known as the even and odd Matsubara frequencies, respectively.
Using this expansion we have

zo H
(n.n.a

d0:.,,.,d0n,n,a 1

(270(111)/2 (rti3)1)

n,n,a
On*,n,a(ihwn En.r

1
P)On.n.a (2.57)

if we also take account of the jacobian involved in the change of integration
variables. Note that the difference between the jacobians in the bosonic
and fermionic case, is a consequence of the fact that for Grassmann vari-
ables we have that f d0f20 = f2 = f d(f20)f2(f20) instead of the result
f d(f20)(1/f2)(f20) that we expect on the basis of ordinary complex inte-
gration. Note also that these are all again gaussian integrals, so we find in
first instance

Zo II (13(ihwn + En,
n,n,a

{= exp + E ln([3(ih,, + fn,,, li))
n,n,a

(2.58)

To evaluate the sum over Matsubara frequencies we need to add a conver-
gence factor ey."17 and finally take the limit 77 1 0. The precise reason for
this particular procedure cannot be fully understood at this point but is
explained in Section 2.5. However, doing so we indeed find that

lim V ln(i3(ihwn c it))e = ln(14-- (2.59)

To see that this is correct, we differentiate the latter equation with respect
to Op. This gives us

1 eiw-n 1
lim (2.60)
nio hO E iwn ( itvh + 1

which can be proved by contour integration in the following way. The
function hO (ehoz 1)+ has poles at the even and odd Matsubara frequencies
with residu +1. Hence, by Cauchy's theorem the left-hand side is equal to

1 en' +1
lim dz
no 271-i z (c p)lh 013z + 1

with C a contour that fully encloses the imaginary axis in the direction
shown in Figure 3. Adding to the contour C the contour C', which gives no

x exi) { -It + ;

= I

11

= Te/30-0

1 E

.

+ e")) .

1110

ePv

±
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the contour integration that is required to perform the
summation over the Matsubara frequencies. The black dots indicate the position

of the poles in the integrant.

contribution to the integral, we can again apply Cauchy's theorem to obtain
the desired result. Why does the integration over the contour C' vanish?
The reason for this is that the integrant behaves as ±e71)R"(z)/IZI for

R0(z)_CTI /1z1Re(z) Do and as for Re(z) co. The integrant thus always
vanishes much faster than 1/Izi on the contour C' for any 0 < 7/ < ho.

2.4.3 Green's function method

The third and last method is simplest and, therefore, most common in

practice. We first rewrite the partition function as

Zo = I cl[0*]dM exp {E dr dx

X E

fh73

dy,f dx' (x, (x, T; , (Xi , T1)

0

(2.61)

and see G-1 as a "matrix" both in spin space as in coordinate space. We

then know that this gaussian integral is just

Zo = [det(G-1)]1 = exp { TTr[ln(G-1)]} (2.62)

-

/
a

44; 7-)G0,, 710,y,

h

0

.

-

.
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Clearly, we have from the action So[0*, (/)] that

{
, a h2v2

G1, (x, T; x', T') = i h
UT an

+ V"(x) + e, p }6(x x' )( 5 (7- T' )(5,,, (2.63)

or equivalently that

a h2v2
+ V" (x) +

07- 27n

= -h(5(x x')(5(-r

(2.64)

which means that G,(x. T; x', 7') is a Green's function. We come back
to its physical meaning shortly. For now we only need to see that the last
equation is solved by

Ga.°, (x, T; , =

thus again

cx,cx

n. n

-h
Xn(x)X1(3c') (2.65)

-ihw. + En,c,

{Zo = exp + E 143( -ihwn + f n,o/ P))
n.n,a

= exp +{ E ln(1 ± e-13('-,-i1)) . (2.66)
n,a

In principle, we have slightly cheated in the last step of this derivation,
because equation (2.65) shows that

-h
,' = 6n,n' (571,n/ Oa,a' (2.67)

The problem with this last way of calculating the functional integral is
that it does not correctly account for the jacobian involved in the change of
variables from imaginary time T to the Matsubara frequencies co,. However,
this problem can be avoided by calculating never a single determinant, but
always the ratio of two determinants. In this manner the effect of the
jacobian is exactly cancelled. We will see some examples of how this works
in Sections 2.6 and 2.8.3.

w
Is

m ,

T')(5.0,

TI)
e-iw

=
/5 /03

fa /1 / Gam,' (X, Xi. Ti)

E

.,

,

Mut, + e5 o
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We now return to the physical meaning of the above Green's function.
To see its meaning, we first consider the time-ordered expectation value

(7111, (x, (x', TI )D (2.68)

0(T T),-p(ty (x', r')) ± o(7' 7)(/-p,t, (x', 7))

Here the expectation value is taken in the grand-canonical ensemble and
T) is the imaginary time Heisenberg operator, which is defined by

e(11-P)I-I(x)e-(1/-1t)T/ri and therefore obeys the Heisenberg equation
of motion h(9(x, 7) = r)]_. For the noninteracting case
it reads

ri2x72

ha V.;,(x, T) = V(x) ea + p) Wr,(x, 7) . (2.69)
or 2m

As a result

(T[(x, 7-)11),ty (x', T')J) = h,S (7- 71) ( [lila (X, 7), 'cilttlf (X/ , 7/)] ) (2.70)

(h2v.2
+ p) (T[1-1),(x, 7) (x', 7')]).

2m

Substituting the equal-time relations that we derived in Section 2.1, i.e.,

[Ip(x. T), 1PaT (x', T)} = 6(x x')(5,,,, thus suggests that

G, (x, 7; X', TI ) = (T1111,y (X, T)17) (x' 7')]). (2.71)

We can actually also prove this important relation, that bridges the gap
between the functional formulation of quantum field theory used here and
the more familiar operator formalism. First of all, it is clear from the slicing
procedure used in our derivation of the functional integral in Section 2.3,
that it automatically leads to time-ordered expectation values. We should,
therefore, only be able to prove that

(x, T; , 7/ a (X, T)cb*at (x', Ti)) (2.72)

= 1 I d [ (/)* d[0] 0 (X, 7)0a*, (3e, 7f)eS°[4)* 011h,

Zo

This is most easily achieved in the following way. We introduce a partition
function in the presence of external currents ./, (x, T) and ./7i(x, T), where

in the fermionic case these currents are also Grassmann variables. The
partition function is taken to be

Zo[J, = f d[0*]c1[0] exp {-Ttl So [0*, 0] (2.73)

- r')(a(x,

- p,Ar,i1; ((x,

-

V"x (X) e

-
- ,

-G =

40

+ d r dx (0(x, 7)4 (x, r) +
a

1

-

0h -
Or

I *1

I J(*),(x, r)00 (x, r))}

-

n]

.

,

o
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since then we must simply prove that

±1 62 zo
T; X' T1) = (2.74)

Zo (5/ (x, T)(5./, (x', T')

Using a short-hand notation we have

Zo[j, = f d[Old[0] exp {(0IG-110) + (0IJ) + (J10)} (2.75)

f* =0

The terms in the exponent can be rewritten as (0 + ./GIGH0 + G.I)
which is usually called completing the square. Performing a shift

in the integration variables, we then easily see that

hilfZ0 [,/, J*1 = Zo [0, O]e-(JIGIJ) = Zo[O, 0] exp { E dT i (IX (2.76)
.

x Ef f dx' (x, T; , (X1 T') ,

(v, 0

which after differentiation indeed leads to the desired result. We can now
in fact calculate the expectation value of the time-ordered product of any
number of operators. With the above expression for Zo[J, J*] one can easily
prove that this results in the sum of all possible products of time-ordered
expectation values of two operators. For instance

(x', TI)0, (x", T")0,,/ (x'",
= (x, (xm, T'"))(07,, (x', (x", r"))
1(07, (x", T")) (07,, (x', T")) (2.77)

This is the famous Wick's theorem, which plays a crucial role in the next
section where we start to discuss the profound effects that interactions can
have on the results obtained thusfar.

2.5 Interactions and Feynmann diagrams

The Green's function, or one-particle propagator, G,(,(x, T; , TI) is one
of the most important quantities that we want to determine theoretically,
because it gives us the possibility to calculate in principle the expectation
value of any one-particle observable. It also gives us the elementary excita-
tions of our system of interest. For example, the average density of the spin
state la) is in an ideal gas given by

(//)1(x,T)1,-b(x,r)) = TGQ,,(x,r; x, T+) (2.78)

±eu" 1

lx.(x)120(-ihwri + En,a P)
lx.(x)I2 = E 3(

n,n

(x,

(J1G1.0.

-

. 0

r)G,a,

(07 r'"))

(x,

= Inn ,
n10 E 1

.1.

(I

) (

T)(1):,(

T)( (

T

rt

(x.

(07(
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where we introduced the notation 7+ for the limit I) 0 of T + q. Note
that this procedure is necessary due to the time-ordening involved in the
definition of the Green's function and the fact that the field operators do not
commute at equal times. It also gives a natural explanation for our previous
use of the convergence factor ezw-"1. Moreover, from the argument of the
Bose or Fermi distribution function, we see that the elementary excitations
have an energy of En,, i. If we replace in the Fourier transform of the
Green's function, i.e., in

1
Gry(x.x':iw,i) = E x (X)x(,e). (2.79)

,114-011

iu.) by w we also see that GAx, x'; w) has a pole at hw = n, p.
This is a general result: Poles in G,,, (x, x'; (.4.;) correspond to the energies
of the elementary excitations. These energies in general can also have a

negative imaginary components, which then correspond to the lifetime of
the excitation. The question that, arises, therefore, is how to determine also
the Green's function for an interacting system.

This can be done in perturbation theory, as follows. We want to calculate
the expectation value

=
1 f d [O]d [01 0(x, T)0*, (x', 7-')eskl'*451/4 (2.80)

with the action S(0*, 0] = So[0*, 1 + Sint [0*, 01. We now expand both the
numerator and the denominator in powers of Sint Up to first order we find

for the partition function

Z = f d[Old[0] e 5'0* 45iia (1 Sint[0*
h

1
Zo (1 (Sint [0*, 00)

Using Wick's theorem, we thus have

1
ho

--(Sint p*, oDo = -1 f drfdx f the Go; ( T; 7+ )2 I,,
V(X x')

X ( , T; X' , T+)
it

(2.81)

1± E f (ITf dx f dx' Go;a,a(x', T; x, r+)

V(X XI)
X lx0;ct,,ck 7; XI, 7-±) . (2.82)

it

j

+ e, p.

(0,-,(x,T)<(x"))

X,
0,0

2

E

ft

hfcv,

,
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Z = zo

Fig. 4. Diagrammatic representation of the partition function up to first order in
the interaction.

Zo

/ X.

a

T X,

a
2

T

2

X. T

{

x. t

y

X, T

Fig. 5. Diagrammatic representation of the numerator of equation (2.80) up to
first order in the interaction.

To understand the general structure of the perturbation expansion, it is very
convenient to represent equations (2.81) and (2.82) in terms of
Feynman diagrams. The final result is shown in Figure 4, where a wig-
gly line corresponds to the factor -V(x x')/h and a thin arrowed line
pointing from (x', T') to (x. r) represents the noninteracting Green's func-
tion Go;a,a (X, T; T'). In Figure 4 we have, for clarity sake, also explicitly
indicated the various coordinates and spin degrees of freedom that we have
to either integrate or slim over, respectively. It is, however, much more com-
mon in practice to suppress in Feynman diagrams those degrees of freedom
that have to be integrated or summed over, and denote only the degrees of
freedom on which the quantity of interest depends explicitly. For example,
for the numerator of equation (2.80) we obtain

f d[0*]d[0] 4,(x, (x', TI)e-s0kl/h (1 Sint [°: ) (2.83)

= Zo ((0(x,(x,r), (x', T'))o + -hi (0. (x, (x', r')Sha [0*,

whose diagrammatic equivalent is then given in Figure 5. Up to first order
the interacting Green's function, which is represented by a thick arrowed
line, obeys the equation shown in Figure 6. Note that the so-called dis-
connected diagrams have exactly cancelled. This is a general feature that

(1).)

7)(4, ON) ,

I (
2

a

---\''t 1-44s
X, t

X, T

a

X

{ +

X .T X .T

(X

X .T

,da

x',

r
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= a +

X, T

Fig. 6. Interacting Green's function up to first order in the interaction.

I-.411

Fig. 7. Exact Dyson equation for the interacting Green's function.

happens for any expectation value, i.e., the disconnected diagrams that
occur in the numerator are always exactly cancelled by the denomina-
tor [18, 191.

One can also show that the general structure of the perturbation expan-
sion of the Green's function is as in Figure 7, in which only one-particle
irreducible diagrams contribute to the selfenergy hE. These one-particle
irreducible diagrams can be distinguished from the fact that they do not
become disconnected if we cut a single thin arrowed line. This is Dyson's

equation [20]. It is particularly insightful for a homogeneous gas or for a
trapped gas in the weak-coupling limit, since then the one-particle states
xn(x) are not affected by the interactions and the exact one-particle prop-

agator can be written as

T.; x', r') = iWn)Xn(X))en'(e) (2.84)

r

Note that for realistic trapped atomic gases this weak-coupling limit is es-
sentially always realized in the normal phase of the gas. It is, therefore, also
of some experimental interest to consider that limit in more detail first.

One then finds that the Dyson equation in first instance becomes

G (n, iwn) = Go;ry,& (n, icon) (2.85)

E(n, icon) .

Because Go;,,,,(v(n, iwn) = iwn,)(5cx,,, and because we have assumed
the interactions to be spin independent, we can easily convince ourselves
that in perturbation theory it is always true that the selfenergy obeys

(n, icon) = E, (n, and as a result also that up to all
orders in the interaction Gc,,,(n, icon) = iwn)C,ce. As we will see

A. 1 A T

.T .T X ',T

X. T

=

Go,' (X,

+ E GO:0;a" (111 iwn ore, (n,

a"'

0, 0,,tv

140.

(r

hil

iw,,

Go,(n,
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Fig. 8. Selfenergy up to first order in the interaction.

in Section 2.6, however, nonperturbative effect can change this result due
to the phenomena of spontaneous broken symmetry. Ignoring the latter for
the moment, we find for each spin state the uncoupled equation

G (n7 iwn) = Go;a (n, iwn) + Go

or

Hence

(n, icon)E(n, iw)G ,(n, icon) , (2.86)

1 1

G, (n, icon) Go(n, ice)
1

= + En,a A) Ea (n, iwn) -h

GQ (n, icon) =
-h

-ihwn En,a hEe,(n, iwn)

(2.87)

(2.88)

which shows that the poles in the Green's function are indeed shifted by
the interactions.

In our lowest order calculation we have found for the selfenergy the dia-
grammatic result shown in Figure 8. This is the most simple approximation
we can think of. In the weak-coupling limit it is mathematically equal to

1
hE,(n, icon) = E Vn,n';n,n' er3(-A) + 1

1= E (Vn,n';n,n' Vn',n;n,n'60e,a' eNen 0) +n',a'
(2.89)

The first term is known as the direct or Hartree, and the second term as
the exchange or Fock contribution to the selfenergy. From equation (2.89)
we conclude that the matrix elements of the interaction enter only in the
combination Vn,n/;n,ni Vn',n;n,n' . Clearly, this is a refection of the
Pauli principle, which forces the effective interaction between two fermionic
atoms in the same state In, a) to vanish.

E (n,

+ + P

I Q'

±

'

(5a,a'

iw)

( twin

1
EVn',n;n.n 0(e , -A) 1en'

1

E (
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CD1' +

Fig. 9. Hartree Fock approximation for the selfenergy.

To make the theory selfconsistent we should use in the expression for

the selfenergy not the noninteracting propegators, but precisely those that
follow from the Dyson equation. This is the Hartree Fock approximation,
which is diagrammatically given in Figure 9. It leads in the weak-coupling
limit to the new dispersion relation hwn,, = en,, + trE,H,F(n, 0) p for the
"dressed" particles or quasiparticles of the gas, where the selfenergy is es-
sentially also found from equation (2.89). We only have to replace in the
right-hand side p by En,,,, + 1iE7(n', p.. In this manner we
have thus obtained an approximation to the interacting Green's function
that is nonperturbative in the interaction and effectively sums an infinite

number of Feynman diagrams. Of course, the Hartree-Fock approximation
can also be used in the strong-coupling limit In that case it diagrammat-
ically still corresponds to the solution of the Dyson equation of Figure 7,
with a selfenergy as shown in Figure 9. However, we are then no longer
allowed to assume that the exact Green's function is diagonal in the eigen-
states xn(x) of the external trapping potential. To see more explicitly what
this means physically, it is convenient to rederive the Hartree --Fock theory
without making use of perturbation theory.

2.6 Hartree-Fock theory for an atomic Fermi gas

Because the Hartree-- Pock theory is very useful in a large number of circum-
stances, and because we want to illustrate a very useful technique which is
nowadays often used in the literature, we are now going to reproduce the
above results without making use of a diagramatic expansion. We con-
sider for simplicity a fermionic mixture with an equal number of atoms in

two hyperfine states and start by splitting our spin-independent interaction
V(x x') into two spin-dependent parts such that one contributes only to
the Hartree diagram and the other only to the Fock diagram. Denoting a
spin-dependent interaction by Vn,0,;.0(x x') we thus want that

V(x x')60,50,0, = V;1,13,;,o(x x') + V03,;(x x') (2.90)

with E0 x') = E0 x') = 0. Using operators in
spin space, a possible solution to these equations is

= -2(2 P12)V(x x') (2.91)
3

Efe.w

VL,0.11(x Kr.0,00(x

1^7

U)

7-
(
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and

c7F = (2P12 1)V(x x') , (2.92)

where P12 = (1 + eri 6-2)/2 is the exchange operator of the spins of atoms
1 and 2, and a are the usual Pauli matrices. Clearly, we now have

dr f dx dx' (2.93)

x {07,, (x, T)0, (x, )073, (XI, T)03 (XI, T)

0(*, (X, T)00 (Xf , T)Q0 ;,s(X XI)114 (XI , T)(1) (X, T)}

which we write as

1 1
Si11t[0*, -2 0117" -2 (0*OIIVFIIO*0) (2.94)

We next apply a so-called Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [21,22] to
both the Hartree and the Fock parts of the interaction. First the Hartree
part.

We note that e--s,it[ch*4 can be written as a functional integral over the
four real fields contained in K,,,(x, T) Ko(x, T)(5(,,, + it(x, T) a ,, as

exp 1 (0* 01 VH I 0* 0) =2h

d [K] exp 21hNO 21h 04.0) 21h (0* oik) } (2.95)

If we put sr[0*, 0] = 0 for a moment, we can substitute this equality in
the partition function to obtain Z = f d[K1d[OldMe-sk.0* 4/h with the
action

= VH lIK) + E drI (x, T) (h-o-T- (2.96)
,CV °

h2v2
2m

+ Vex (X) + Ca + (X, T) Ow (X, T) .

We see that in this manner the action for the fermions has become quadratic
with a selfenergy T; x', r') = (X, T)8 (X X1)6(T TI). Hence,

ft
d[K]e-

,j/h
we can now integrate out the fermion fields to obtain Z = f
and

1 -1
seff[K] = (KIWI IK) hTr[ln(-G-1)], (2.97)

E

T)1/(1,1 .0/

a'

no
s[K, 0*, dx

.

//)

b Ea,,(x, na.,

2
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Sint [o* = 2

1
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with G-1 = G0-1 E also a functional of Kc,,,(x, 7). Up to now we have
not made any approximations and have only performed an exact rewriting
of the partition function. However, the action Seff [K] contains all powers of
the fields K,,, (x, 7) and is thus quite complicated. It may therefore appear
that we have not made any progress.

This is not the case, because the partition function will be largest for
configurations that minimize the action Seff[K] . To make use of this obser-
vation, we expand the action around its minimum, i.e., we put K,,(x, 7) =
(K,,,(x)) (5K.,(x, 7) and require that 6Seff [K]/(5,(x, 7)1,=(,) = 0. If

self rwe neglect the fluctuations, we find that Z e- ')1/h. This will turn
out to be the Hartree approximation, as we will show now. First of all we
have

G-1= (Kvh-stoi GPI I (Sigh = GH 1(1
(2.98)

Substituting this in equation (2.97) gives us for the terms linear in the

fluctuations

-Tar[-G16qh] (60711 1I(K)).

If (K.., (x)) is indeed a minimum of the action 5'6[4 these linear terms
have to vanish, which implies that

= E dx (x' T; , T+ ) . (2.99)

As promised, this is precisely the most general mathematical expression
for the Hartree contribution to the selfenergy in Figure 9. Taking again

= K(x)(5,,,,,, we also have that the Hartree approximation to the
one-particle propagator obeys G101,0, (x', T; x', T+) = n(x')80,0,/2, with n(x')
the average total atomic density, and we obtain the usual Hartree selfenergy

K(x) = f dx' K013(x x')
n(x')

= f dx' V(x x')n(x'). (2.100)

0

Now we again want to include the Fock part of the interaction and treat this
also by a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. This requires introducing
four real fields that depend on two spatial coordinates. They are denoted
by A,(x,x', 7). Schematically we then use

1
exP 2h (0*OliVF110*0)} (2.101)

= f cl[A] exp (AIIVF
-1

IIA) + 2

1

h (AIIO*0) +
1

(0*011A)}2h

-

G a Gill5K/h)

-

i
riji,

(Kw.(x))

E

(x

2

1
2h

w
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which leads to the total selfenergy

= (X. T)6 (X x') (x. Tf

(2.102)

and after integration over the fermion fields to the effective action

H
(KIV )Scff [K,

2
+ (A IVF 1IIA` hThln( -C )1 . (2.103)

Requiring now that also Seff [K, A] / A,, (x, xf 0, then leads to
the expected Fock selfenergy

(Ace.((x',x)) =
3, i3'

In the symmetric case it simply becomes (A,,,,,(x', x)) = A(x', x)(5,,,, with

A(x', x) = V(x x')n(x', x) (2.105)

t(0. (x.and n(x', x) = E3 (x'. T; x, T+ ) / 2 = T),03 (x' r))/2 exactly3 3 A

the Hartree-Fock approximat ion to the off-diagonal part of the one-particle
density matrix.

Note that to actually pef form the I lartree- calculation in the latter
case, we need to be able to determine the Green's function Gr, (x, T; x', r').
The easiest way to do so, is by realizing that it is the Green's function of
the operator in the fermionic piece of the action Sk, A, 0*, 0] obtained after
the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformations. If we diagonalize this operator
by solving the eigenvalue problem

h2v72

2m + V(x) + tc(x) ein X'n(x) dx' A(x, x') v:1(x') = 0 ,

(2.106)

(Ix' ., 0(X Xf F )0, .4 X , r: X. r . (2.104)

the desired one-particle propagator aquires the ideal gas form

(X, r; xf, 71) = (5(t.a' E xin(x)x(x,)- non,n

(2.107)

with new one-particle energies E = e + Ea and eigenstates x'n(x) that
incorporate the average effect of the interactions of an atom with all the
other atoms in the gas. Clearly, in the cases that the eigenstates are not
affected by these so-called mean-field effects, we recover the weak-coupling
results of the previous section.

T: Xi, T') r)]6(r

=

=

h D-if.)(r-r')
Gi:,17, thce + en it

E

f
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Although we have thus precisely reproduced our diagrammatic result,
there are two important advantages in using the Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation. First, it is in principle exact, and allows us to also cal-
culate corrections to the I lartree approximation. For example, if
we expand Self [lc, A] up to quadratic order in oK, and OA, and neglect all
higher orders, we find the so-called Generalized Random Phase Approx-
imation. The latter approach actually gives us also the opportunity to
study the density fluctuations and therefore the collective excitations of the
gas. We return to this important topic in Section 3.5. Second, it allows
for a beautiful way to describe phase transitions. As mentioned previ-
ously. in perturbation theory we always find for a homogeneous gas that

T: X, T+ ) = 1/6.42 due to the same feature of Go,, (x. T; x, T+
From a fundamental point of view this is a result of the translational in-
variance of the gas and of the rotational symmetry in spin space. However,
we can imagine that in principle we can also find selfconsistent solutions
that do not have this property. We then have a spontaneous breaking
of symmetry and therefore a phase transition in our system. For exam-
ple, if below a certain temperature G.,(x. r: x, r+ ) = n(x)(5,, /2, we
are dealing with a transition to a charge density wave or (Wigner) crys-
tal. If on the other hand G,,, (x, T; x, T+ = ruS,, /2 + m the gas
is in a ferromagnetic phase. For a spin-density wave we even have that
Go,, (x, T; X, T+ = nC.,/2 + m(x) a,,. In all these cases the Hubbard-
Stratonovich approach used above leads in a natural way to the appropriate
Landau theory of the phase transition. Since the Landau theory is also
very useful for the understanding of superfluidity in atomic gases, which is
clearly the primary goal of the present course, we use the next section to
give a short introduction into this subject.

2.7 Landau theory of phase transitions

In this summary of the Landau theory of phase transitions, we restrict our-
selves in first instance to the homogeneous case because this makes the
discussion more transparent. However, at the end of the section we also
briefly mention how the inhomogeneity enters the theory. We have seen, for
example in the Hartree-Fock theory discussed above, that the Green's func-
tion G.,(x. r; X, 7+ = nO/2 + (s) cr,, can have a nonzero value of
the average spin density (s) = (x, r))/2, which is usually
called the magnetization m in this context. This signals a phase transition
to a ferromagnetic phase and the magnetization is called the order param-
eter of this transition. In the previous section we have also seen how we
can, in principle exactly, obtain an expression for the partition function as

ry.,

r)(70,0,V)0,(x,

G.,(x.
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b)

Fig. 10. Qualitative behaviour of a) the Landau free energy and b) the order
parameter for a discontinuous phase transition.

a functional integral over the field s(x, r), i.e.,

Z = f ds e-s"ff [sh1h . (2.108)

We just have to integrate out the fields Ko and For space and time
independent values of the magnetization s the action Seff [s] is lif3VfL(s),
where IL (s) is the Landau free-energy density and V is the total volume
of system. Because of the symmetry of S[0*, 0] under rotations of the
spin, this free-energy density must also be rotationally invariant and can
therefore only depend on the magnitude of s, which we denote by s. If a
phase transition occurs the behaviour of fL(s) can essentially fall only into
two categories.

At temperatures very high compared to the critical temperature Tc, the
system is fully disorded and the free energy fL(s) must have a single mini-
mum at s = 0 to make sure that the order parameter (s) is zero. Bringing
the temperature closer to Tc, however, the free energy can develop a second
local minimum. As long as the free energy in this second local minimum is
higher than the minimum at s = 0, the equilibrium value of (s) will still be
zero and no phase transition has occured. Lowering the temperature further,
the value of the free energy in the second minimum decrease until, precisely
at the critical temperature T, it is equal to the free energy at s = 0. For
temperatures below this critical one the second minimum has actually be-
come the global minimum of the free energy, which implies that (s) 0 and
we are in the ordered phase. In this scenario the order parameter has always
a discontinuity at the critical temperature. As a result, this corresponds to
a discontinuous, or first-order, phase transition. The behaviour of the free
energy and the order parameter is illustrated in Figure 10. This should be
compared with the behaviour of the free energy and the order parameter for
a continuous, i.e., second or higher order, phase transition, which is quite
different and depicted in Figure 11. Now the Landau free energy Ms) has
always a single minimum, which for temperatures above Tc is at s = 0 but

a)

0

Tx.7;. T> 1.

T=Te

T<7;.

Ao.,.
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T>Tc. T=T

T<T,

b)

Fig. 11. Qualitative behaviour of a) the Landau free energy and b) the order
parameter for a continuous phase transition.

at temperatures below the critical temperature shifts to a nonzero value of
s. In particular, the order parameter thus shows no discontinuity at T.

In the case of a second-order phase transition, we conclude that near the
critical temperature (s) is very small. As a result we can then expand the
Landau free-energy density in powers of s. Because the free energy must
also be symmetric under s -s, we have

fL(s) =- a(T) sI2+IsI4, (2.109)

with L3 > 0 and a(T) = ao(T T 1). Thus if T > T, we have a(T) > 0
and (s) = 0. But for T < Tc a(T) becomes negative and we have

(s)
ao
13

1 -f,c) (2.110)

Note that the free-energy density in this minimum is -a3(1-T/Tc)2/2/3 < 0
and has a discontinuity in its second derivative with respect to the tempera-
ture. Historically, this is the reason why the corresponding phase transition
was named to be of second order.

In fact, the Landau theory of second order phase transitions is slightly
more involved, because it also considers slow spatial fluctuations in s. Since
a uniform rotation of s costs no energy, we must have that the free energy
is

[s] = Jdx (-y(vs(x))2 + a(T)Is(x)12 + -132 Is(x)14) (2.111)

and Z f d[s] e-11FIA81. Landau theory now esentially corresponds to min-
imizing FL[s] and taking only quadratic fluctuations into account. Taking
also higher order fluctuations into account turns out to be very difficult.
It requires Renormalization Group methods, which we are not going to

<s>

(1

/

1

Tc r
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treat here and that can be found in the literature [14 The effects of these
fluctuation corrections to Landau theory are generally known as critical
phenomena. Interestingly, they do not occur in first-order phase transi-
tions. More importantly for our purposes is, however, that for atomic gases
the fluctuations are only important in a small temperature interval around
the critical temperature. For many applications it is, therefore, possible to
neglect them. What usually cannot be negected is the effect of the inhomo-
geneity of the gas. In the context of Landau theory that implies that the
coefficients o(T). 3 and -y in equation (2.111) become also dependend on
the spatial position in the trapping potential. We will see several examples
of this feature in the following.

2.8 Superfluidity and superconductivity

We finally want to consider two important second-order phase transitions,
that are purely due to quantum effects and can be conveniently treated with
the methods that we have developed sofar. Moreover, they occur very often
in nature, for example in metals, in liquid helium and recently of course also
in atomic gases of rubidium [10], lithium [11], sodium [12] and hydrogen [231.

2.8.1 Superfluidity

Let us first consider the last case, which is associated with a gas of spin-less
bosons. For the low temperatures of interest the action is

ho 0 h2v2
S[0*, = f dr f dx 0*(x, r) {h + V(x) p.} 0(x, r)

OT 2771

till
1

fo drf dx Vo0* (x, r)0*(x, r)0(x, r)0(x, r) (2.112)

where V(xx') is taken to be equal to Voö(xx'). The justification for this
simplificaties is, roughly speaking, that the thermal de Broglie wavelength
Atth = (27h2/mkBT)'/2 of the atoms is much larger than the range of the
interatomic interaction. In this system the phase transition of interest is
Bose-Einstein condensation. The associated order parameter is (0(x, r)),
since for time independent 0(x, r) the above action has presicely the form
of a Landau theory with a "free-energy" of

FL
h 2

VO= dx (27nIv0(x)12 + (Vex(x) tt)10(x)I
2

+ 0(x)14) (2.113)

We conclude that in lowest order the critical temperature is determined by
p(T) = co, because then the configurations 0(x) cx xo(x) precisely make

a .

+
2 0

in 2

.

I .
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a vanishing contribution to the quadratic part of the "free energy". This
condition makes sense, because it is exactly the condition that we have
a Bose-Einstein condensation in the ideal case: In the ideal Bose gas the
number of particles in the one-particle ground state is No = 1/(e13(0-0 1),
which indeed diverges for p = co.

To determine the corrections to this result we now explicitly substitute
cb(x, T) = 00(x) + 0'(x, T) into our functional integral. It is for lateron
important to realize that to consistently define the fluctuations (4/(x, T) in
this manner, we also have to require that

Idx 4(x),(b' (x, T) + dx q50(x) Of* (x, T) = 0 . (2.114)

The physical reason behind this condition is that 0'(x, should contain all
the configurations that are orthogonal to 4(x). In principle, therefore, it
should also contain configurations that in effect only multiply 00(x) by a
global phase. Such fluctuations lead to the phenomena of phase "diffusion"
and are discussed in Section 3.2. In full detail we find after the above
substitution that

S[F , (PI] = h FLA, Oo] + SoW* , + Sint, W*, ,

where the linear and quadratic terms are given by

So [di*,
hi3 h2V2

= dr dx T) { + vex(x) VolOo(x)12} 00(x)

h2v2
+ dT dx 0/(x, T) { + Vex(x) p + VolOo(x)12} 4(x)

o
h13

+ dr f dx OF* (x, T)
Jo

x {h h2V2
OT 2in

+ V(x) p + 2Vokbo(x)12} (IY (x, 7)

1 "
+ I dT I dx Vo (sbo (x))20'* (x, 7-)0'*(x, r)

(2.115)

1
+ f dT f dx Vo ((x))20'(x, T)0'(x, T) ,

2 0

(2.116)
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and the cubic and quartic terms by

h13

drS iiit[01* , (11] = f dx Vo0o(x)45/*(x, T)0'*(x, 7-) (x, T) (2.117)
Jo

110

dT f dx 1/.0(x)(75/*(x, r)0/(x, r)0' (x, r)
o

+ Iris dr dx
2jo

respectively.
In the Bogoliubov approximation we neglect the last three interaction

terms [24]. Furthermore, to make sure that (0(x, r)) = 00(x) or (0'(x, r)) =
0, we need to require that the terms linear in 0' and 0/* drop out of the
action So [0'*, 01. Clearly, this implies that

h 2 v2

2m
(x) Vo I0o(x)I2) 00(x) = 1100(x) (2.118)

which is the same result as obtained from minimizing the Landau "free-
energy" Fr, [0*, 0]. In the context of trapped atomic gases, this equation is
known as the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [25]. It determines the macroscopic
wave function of the condensate. The reason for calling (/)0(x) the macro-
scopic wave function follows from the fact that the total density of the gas
now obeys

n(x) = (0(x, '00* (x, r+)) =- O(X) 2 + (01(x, T)Of*(X, T+)) (2.119)

The total number of condensate atoms thus equals No = f dx I00(x)12. As
equation (2.119) shows, it is in general always smaller that the total number
of atoms in the gas due to the effect of the fluctuations. Note that in our
present formulation the average (0'(x, r)o,* (X, T+ )) physically describes not
only the depletion of the condensate due to the usual thermal fluctuations
known from the ideal Bose gas, but also due to the interactions, i.e., purely
due to quantum fluctuations.

Assuming that we have solved for the Gross-Pitaevskii equation, the fluc-
tuation corrections are in the Bogoliubov theory determined by a quadratic
action of the form

SB[cb,cbl =

h " c/o1 (x, T)dr f dx (x, r), 01(x) r)] G-1 [ , (2.120)

where the associated Green's function G has now a matrix structure because
not only the normal average (0' (x, , r')) but also the anomalous

+

1/00'*(x,r)0'.(x, 00!(x; Octi(x, 7)

( +

[0"
2 0 di* (x, T)

I ,
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average (01(x, 7)01(x1, r')) is now unequal to zero. We thus have that

-G(x, T; , = [ (x/, 7./)] (2.121)
(b' (X, T) L

From equation (2.116) we in fact find that in the Bogoliubov approximation

G -1(x, T: ,7j) = G 01 (X, T ; , Tf

1 [ 21/0 Ic50 (x)I 2

h Vo (01; 00)2

(2.122)

vo(60(x))2 I
217010o(x)i 2

with the noninteracting Green's function Go defined by

Go 1(x, T; x', T1) 0
G(T 1(x, T; , T') =

0 G0-1(x', Tf X, T)

and, of course,

(2.123)

{
2 2

= --1 h ° n2rn
IcT

+ Vex(x) ii} ö(x x')(5(r
h OT

(2.124)

This is clearly only the lowest order result for the Green's function, be-
cause a perturbative treatment of Sint [01*, 01] leads, in the same way as in
Section 2.5, to higher order corrections. In general, the Dyson equation is,
however, always of the form

[ G11
G21

G12 1
G22

1 [ G0-1
L 0

0

Go
[ Ell

E21
E12
E22

(2.125)

The off-diagonal elements are again called anomalous, since they vanish in
the normal phase of the gas. Diagrammatically the Dyson equations for
G11 and G21 are shown in Figure 12.

The selfenergy in the Bogoliubov approximation is

hE(x, T; x', (2.126)

2V0100(x)12 Vo(00(x))2
fi (x x')S(T '7). (2.127)

Vo(OO(x))2 2vo Po(x)I2

Because we have completely negelected the cubic and quartic terms in the
action to obtain this selfenergy, the Bogoliubov approach is only valid if the
fluctuations are sufficiently small. Physically, this impies that the deplec-
tion of the condensate must be small. It can, therefore, not be applied to
liquid helium, but is expected to be valid for a weakly-interacting atomic

1

(x', r'),

ö(x - x')6(r - 7).

TI)G6-1(x, r; x,
2n,

- r').

1

IL

r')

-

r')
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12211"--4-

Fig. 12. Exact Dyson equation for the interacting normal and anomalous Green's
functions.

gas at such low temperature that it essentially only consists of a conden-
sate. Under these conditions the Bogoliubov theory not only predicts the
condensate density profile no(x) = Po(x)12 but also the collective modes
of the condensate. Both these predictions have been accurately verified in
recent experiments [26-28]. Theoretically, the eigenfrequencies of the col-
lective modes are again determined by the poles in the one-particle Green's
function. To understand more clearly how these can be determined, we first
consider a homogeneous Bose gas.

In a box with volume V = L3 the one-particle states are most easily char-
acterized by the wavevector k = (27r/L)n and equal to eil"/117. The one-
particle energies are thus El, = h2k2/2m. Moreover, the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation reduces to it = Vo Oo 12 in that case, because the Landau "free-
energy" is minimized for a macroscopic wave function that is independent
of the position in the box. Making use of this fact, equation (2.122) can
immediately be solved by a Fourier transformation. The result is

+ fk + VoPo 12hG-1(k, ico) =
vo 2

V004

irae + fk + voloo 12 I
(2.128)

Clearly there are poles in G(k, u.;) if the determinant of the right-hand side
is zero or if

= hwk = \Mc + 2110 100 12 ck = Niq + 2 VO nOEk (2.129)

This is the famous Bogoliubov dispersion of the collective excitations. Note
that to finish the calculation we still have to obtain the condensate density
no =10012. This is determined by the total density of the gas, which obeys

n = 10012 Gii (X, T; X, T±) = no + , (2.130)

with n' the density of the "above" condensate particles. By inverting the
right-hand side of equation (2.128), we find that the noncondensate density

1101... =
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is equal to

h E n ihwn + Ek Vono
= lim

ran Vh3 140,n
(hw702 + (hwk )2

=
Vono 1 Ek Veto hwk (2.131)

V hwk efihwk 2/iWk

For a given density and temperature, the last two equations thus fully de-
termine the condensate density. Note that equation (2.131) explicitly shows
that the condensate is indeed depleted both by thermal as well as quantum
effects.

The generalization to the inhomogeneous case is straightforward. First
we again have to solve the Gross-Pitaevskii equation at a fixed chemical
potential. Given the condensate wave function, we can then calculate the
collective mode frequencies by finding the poles of G, or equivalently but
more conveniently, the zero's of G-1. Clearly, the latter are located at
hw = hw, where hw is found from the eigenvalue problem

k + 2volc5o(x)12 Vo(Oo(x))2 r u(x) 1
k + 21/60.(x)12 j [ vri(x) j

r r u(x) 1
I_ 0 -1 v(x) (2.132)

and we introduced the operator k = h2v2/2m V(x) This is
de Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation that has recently been applied with
great succes to the collective modes of a Bose condensed rubidium and
sodium gas [29,30]. Note that a special solution with hwo = 0 is given by
[uo(x), vo(x)] = [00(x), 0,1(x)]. As a result we can, by making use of the
fact that the left-hand side of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation involves
a hermitian operator, easily proof that all the solutions obey

dx (4)(x)un(x) + f dx 0o(x)v(x) = 0 , (2.133)

as required by the condition in equation (2.114). Moreover, we can similary
show that the solutions with hwn > 0 can always be normalized as [31]

fdx (Iun(x)I2 Ivn(x)12) = 1. (2.134)

Physically, the zero frequency solution n = 0 describes the dynamics of the
global phase of the condensate [32]. Because of the so-called U(1) symme-
try of the action, i.e., its invariance under the simultaneous phase changes
0(x,r) e"90(x,r) and 0*(x,r) e-i'90*(x,r), this solution is essen-
tially of no importance to the thermodynamic properties of a macroscopic

+

1 Ek ++ +
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a)

+ 2

b)

+ 2 /0

Fig. 13. Hartree Foci< corrections to a) the linear and b) the quadratic interaction
terms of the Bogolinbov theory. This represents the Popov theory.

gas sample and is therefore usually neglected. Nevertheless, it has from a
fundamental point of view some interesting consequences, as we will see in
Section 3.2. Knowing all the eigenstates of G-1 we can then easily perform
the inversion and finally again determine the density profile of the noncon-
densed atoms. Keeping the physical significance of the zero frequency mode
in mind, we ultimately find,

n'(x) = E (clur,(42+ iv.(x)122, + IVn(X)12)
n00

(2.135)

which may be compared with equation (2.131).
At temperatures near absolute zero, we have as a good approximation

that n'(x) = 0 and the Bogoliubov theory applies. However at nonzero
temperatures we thermally excite particles and n'(x) becomes nonzero. If
we treat the effect of the noncondensate part of the gas in the Hartree
approximation, we find that Sint [0'*, 01 on average adds

sv,r = 2 fdr dx Von'(x)0't (x, 7)00 (x)

+ 2
dr Von'(x)0'(x, 7)4(x)

0

+ 2

fho
d7 f dx Von'(x)¢/*(x, 7)0' (x, 7) , (2.136)

to the action So [0'*, cbl. In Figure 13 we indicate how this can be understood
diagramatically. Performing the same analysis as before, we conclude that
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the Gross-Pitaevskii equation is modified to

hz172

2m
0ii0(x) ,+ V(x) + 2Von'(x) + V0lO0(x)12) 0o(x) = (2.137)

and the normal selfenergies are changed into 2Vo 100(x)I2 + 2Von'(x) =
2Von(x). The Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation for the elementary excita-
tions is, therefore, now given by

+2von(x) v6(6)00)2 1 [ u(x)
vo(0:-; (x))2 k + 2Von(x) v(x)

hwn [

0 1

1 I
(2.138)

These last two equations in combination with equation (2.135) are known as
the Popov theory in the recent literature [33]. It is much studied at present
in the context of Bose-Einstein condensation in atomic gases, and has been
applied with succes to the equilibrium density profile of the gas below the
critical temperature [34]. It has also been used to determine the collective
mode frequencies of the gas at nonzero temperatures, however, with much
less success [35, 36]. The reason for the failure of the Popov theory in
this case is that the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation in equation (2.138)
describes physically only the motion of the condensate in the presence of a
static noncondensed cloud and not the dynamics of the noncondensed cloud
itself. How that can be achieved is discussed lateron in Section 3.5, when we
have obtained a better understanding of the nonequilibrium theory. Now
we briefly want to make a connection to the interaction parameter Vo used
in the Bogoliubov and Popov theories and the specific two-body scattering
properties of the atomic gas of interest in a particular experiment.

2.8.2 Some atomic physics

In the previous section we mentioned that the Bogolinbov theory, and to a
certain extent also the Popov theory, agree very well with experiment. It
is clear, however, that to apply these theories to an actual experiment we
need to know the interaction parameter Vo. In the case of atomic gases
it is indeed possible to perform an ab initio calculation of this quantity,
something which for instance cannot be done for liquid helium. The reason
why Vo can be determined for atomic gases, is that under the experimental
conditions of interest the densities are always so low that we only need to
consider all two-body processes taking place in the gas and we can neglect
three-body and higher-body processes. This implies physically that we only
have to calculate and add the quantum mechanical amplitudes for two atoms
to scatter of each other an arbitrary number of times. Diagrammatically

[1 u(x)
v(x)

[ 1

=
I

[ j j

[
.
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Fig. 14. T-matrix equation for the effective interatomic interaction.

the procedure can essentially be summarized by the T-matrix equation in
Figure 14, because by iteration of this equation we easily see that we are
indeed summing all two-body interacion processes.

Denoting the total momentum of the two incoming particles by iiK and
the sum of the two Matsubara frequencies by C2, the T-matrix equation in
Figure 14 can, with our knowledge of how to perform the Matsubara sum
in the right-hand side, easily be shown to be mathematically equivalent to

VoT(K, = Vo +
1

k
ihS2 EK/2+k CK/2-k + 2tt

X (1 +
1 1

eil(EK/2+k-Ii) _ 1 e'-'kfK/2-k-i" 1
+ , ) T(K, if2) .

It is immediately solved by

(2.139)

1 1 1

T(K, iS2n) Vo V ihc2n EK/2+k FK/2-k

X (1 + (2.140)_ 1 ei3(EK/2-k-ti) _ 1
1 1

Note that this is a somewhat formal result, because the momentum sum
in the right-hand side has an ultra-violet divergence, which from a field-
theoretical point of view requires a renormalization procedure.

The physical reason for the divergence is that we have used the ap-
proximate potential Vo6(x xf) instead of the actual interactomic potential
V(x x'). The argument for using the 6-function approximation was that
the thermal de Broglie wavelength of the atoms is for the ultra-low tempera-
tures of interest always much larger than the typical range of the interaction.
We now see that this argument is not fully correct, because if we calculate

V

1

Lsk + 2/t

+
eokfK/2+k -IL)

A L) E
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corrections in perturbation theory, we have to deal with momentum sums
which are not always restricted to momenta of order h/Ath and are therefore
sensitive to the precise details of the interaction potential.

To cure this disease we note that if we put in equation (2.139) the
Bose occupation numbers equal to zero, we precisely get the T-matrix or
Lippmann-Schwinger equation [37] for two atoms interacting with the po-
tential V06(x x'). Furthermore, if the atoms interact with the potential
V(x - x') the solution of the corresponding Lippmann-Schwinger equation is
known from elementary scattering theory to be equal to 47rah2/m for small
incoming momenta and energies, where a is the s-wave scattering length.
We thus conclude that we must interpret

1 I 1

Vo V L-- ZU2. E EK/2k 2//

as being equal to m/47rah2 and, therefore, that the desired T-matrix in
principle obeys

1 7n

T(K, 47rah2

x

1

EK/2+k fK/2k 21-1

1 1

efl(EK/2+kIL) _ 1 + e(EK12-k-11) _ 1 (2.141)

To obtain an accurate theory for a trapped atomic Bose gas that includes
the effect of all two-body processes, we should now use instead of Vo the
above T-matrix in the Bogoliubov or Popov theories. Of course, in the nor-
mal phase the same is true for the Hartree theory. If the temperature
is not too close to the critical temperature for Bose-Einstein condensation,
it turns out that T(K, iS/n) 47rah2/m and we arrive at the conclusion that
for an application to realistic atomic gases we must replace everywhere in
Section 2.8.1 the interaction parameter I/0 by 47rah2/m. For temperatures
close to the critical temperature, this is however no longer true and the Bose
distribution functions have a nonnegligible effect on the T-matrix [38, 39].
The theory that, by using "dressed" one-particle propagators in Figure 14,
selfconsistently includes these effects of the medium on the scattering prop-
erties of the atoms is known as the many-body T-matrix theory. It results
in an effective interaction that, to avoid confusion, is denoted by T(±)(K, 12)
in Section 3.4. As we will see then, it plays a crucial role if we want to arrive
at a consistent discription of condensate formation in an atomic Bose gas.

2.8.3 Superconductivity

Finally, we want to briefly discuss the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer or BCS
theory of superconductivity [40], which has received considerable attention
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recently in connection with ongoing experiments with the fermionic isotope
of lithium. The reasons for this will become clear shortly. We are in that
case dealing with effective spin 1/2 fermions and the action is taken to be

r (17 f dx (x, r) {h
OT 2m

a h2v2.0
+ (IT dx Vo0; (x, 7)01(x, 7)01. (x, r)OT (x, 7) . (2.142)

Note that the use of a single chemical potential implies that we only consider
the optimal case of an equal density in each hyperfine state. This situation
is optimal in the sense that, for unequal densities in each hyperfine state,
it is no longer possible to pair up all the atoms in the gas. As a result the
critical temperature of the gas drops dramatically, and in general becomes
experimentally inaccessible. The effect is to a large extent analogous to
putting superfluid 'He in an homogeneous magnetic field. Furthermore,
we in first instance consider the homogeneous case, because we want to
illustrate in this section the local-density approximation to include the effect
of the external trapping potential. Physically, this approximation treats the
gas as consisting of a large number of independent gases that are in diffusive
equilibrium with each other. Such an approach only works if the correlation
length of the gas is much smaller than the typical length scale associated
with changes of the external potential. Fortunately, this is almost always the
case for realistic trapped atomic gases and for that reason the local-density
approximation is often used in practice.

The BCS theory is the theory of Bose-Einstein condensation of so-called
Cooper pairs. This means that the order parameter is (01(x, 7)01(x. 7)),
in analogy with the order parameter (0(x, 7)) for the Bose case just dis-
cussed. Furthermore, it requires that the interaction parameter 170 is nega-
tive, since otherwise the formation of pairs would not be energetically favor-
able. From now on we assume, therefore, that this is the case. The conden-
sate of Cooper pairs can also be nicely treated with a Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation. We now introduce a complex field A (x, 7) and use

1 43
exp dr dx Vo0; (x, 7)0: (x, 7)01(x, 7-)0) (x, 7)

. o

1f d[Ald[A] exp (iv dx
Vo

+ A* (x, -001 (x, 7)01 (x, 7) + 01(x, 7)01(x, 7-)A(x, 7))

(2.143)

S[0- . ] = 1r} 0(x, r)
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This leads to a partition function with the action

hiS

S[A*, A. 0*, 0] f dr dx "012

Vo

f
0
"

2
dr dx (x,T), OT T)] G-1 [ °(b((31(c,,TT)) '

(2.144)

where

T; TI) = G1)1 (X, T; (2.145)

1 r

[
0 A(x; T)

h A*(x, r) 0

and the noninteracting Green's function Go is defined by

Go (x, T; Xf , T1) 0
G(T1 (x, T; , 71) =

0 -Go (x', T': x, T)

and

(2.146)

a
Co- (x, T; T')

h2v2
(5(x x')6(r r'). (2.147)

h 2In

We thus see that the fermionic part has exactly the same matrix structure
as in the case of a condensed Bose gas, only the selfenergy is now

E12 1 [ 0

E21 E22 (x, T)
A(x, T)

0
5(x x')5(T T').

If we again integrate out the fermion fields, we get the effective action

(2.148)

h
I A( 12 hTr[ln(-G-1)] , (2.149)

Vo

which we can expand in powers of A by using G-1 = G(-) E = Go-1(1
G0E) and therefore

1
-hTr[ln(-G-1)] = -h,Tr[1n(-G1)1)] + h E 7-T-ITTRGoEr]. (2.150)

m=1

Explicite calculation [41] shows that for space and time independent A we
obtain a "free-energy" density of the form of the Landau-theory of second-

order phase transitions, i.e.,

NIAI) = a(T)IAI2 +N(0)
7(3) iLv4

16(7rTc)2
(2.151)
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with as expected

a(T) = + E (2.152)
Vo V 2(0, ei3(,k-Ii) +

N(0) In (T N(0) (T . (2.153)
Te.

Here N(0) is the density of states of a single spin state at the Fermi energy
EF h214/2m and the critical temperature is given by

8e-y--2
7r

= exp (2.154)
7r kB

if we use the same renormalization procedure as in Section 2.8.2 to elimi-
nate the interaction parameter Vo in favor of the negative s-wave scattering
length a.

Below 7', we thus have a nonzero average (A(x, T)) Ao. Using this in
the Green's function for the fermions and neglecting fluctations, we find in
momentum space that

-hG-1(k,iwn) = + ek
,4`)

and therefore poles in G(k, w) if

ria) = hwk = V(ek P)2 + AO r2

(ihWn ck
1

(2.155)

(2.156)

This disperion relation has clearly a gap of magnitude 1A01 at the Fermi
surface. As a consequence IA0I is known as the BCS gap parameter. Note
that the critical temperature below which the gap becomes nonzero depends
exponentally on the parameter r/2kFa. For typical atomic gases this is
a quantity which is much larger than one, and the BCS transition is ex-
perimentally inaccesible. The only exception at the moment appears to
be 6Li, with its anomalously large and negative triplet scattering length of
-2160 ao [42]. This explains the present interest in spin-polarized atomic
lithium.

In view of this exciting possibility, we have recently studied the equilib-
rium properties of atomic lithium is a harmonic oscillator potential V"x(x) =

2 x2 /2, with a trapping frequency of w/27r = 144 Hz [43]. To incorporate
the effect of the external potential we have, as mentioned above, applied
the local-density approximation. The result is shown in Figure 15. Note
that the use of the local-density approximation implies that we perform
the above outlined homogeneous calculation for each point in space with a
chemical potential that is equal to

tt(x)_12 dime n(x)
rn 2

(2.157)
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Fig. 15. Density distribution n(x) and energy gap Ao(x) for a 6Li atomic gas
consisting of x 105 atoms in each spin state a) at T = 15 nK, b) at T = 33 nK,
slightly below Tr, and c) at T = T, = 37 nK. The left scale of each plot refers to
the density and the right scale to the energy gap. The dotted line in c) shows the
density distribution for an ideal Fermi gas with the same number of particles and
at the same temperature.

The third term in the right-hand side represents the mean-field effect of the
Hartree contribution to the selfenergy of the fermions. Since our Hubbard-
Stratonovich procedure is in principle exact, it is not immediately clear why
such a term must be included in the theory. It can, however, be shown that
it arises from the fluctuations of the BCS gap parameter. With this remark,
we end our development of the equilibrium field theory of trapped atomic
gases. We now turn our attention to the nonequilibrium field theory.

of
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3 Nonequilibrium field theory

As we have already seen several times, the equlibrium field theory gives us
also information on dynamical properties of the gas by means of the sub-
stitution wr, ice or equivalently r it. However, the Popov theory of
Bose-Einstein condensation has shown us that we have to be very careful
with this procedure, because we may not always end up with the correct
physics needed for a discription of a particular experiment. It is for these
cases that a truly nonequilibrium field theory is required and the devel-
opment of such a theory is the topic of Section 3.3. Before embarking on
that, however, we first consider two important dynamical problems where
the equilibrium theory does give us all the answers.

3.1 Macroscopic quantum tunneling of a condensate

In a Bose gas with effectively attractive interactions, i.e., with a negative
scattering length a, a condensate will always have the tendency to collapse
to a high density state due to the gain in energy that can be obtained in
this way [44]. The most important question in this context is, therefore,
if a condensate can exist sufficiently long to be experimentally observed.
Neglecting the variation of the noncondensate density on the size of the
condensate [45, 46], we know from the Popov theory that the dynamics of
the collapse is, apart from an unimportant shift in the chemical potential,
determined by the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [25]

0
ih (0(x, t)) =

h2v2
V" (x)

47rah2
t))I2 t))(0(x,+

2711
+ 1(0(x, } (3.1)

TTL

More precisely, this determines only the semiclassical dynamics. If we also
want to study the quantum fluctuations, which is necessary if we are also
interested in how the condensate tunnels through the macroscopic energy
barrier, it is most convenient to calculate the grand canonical partition
function of the condensate [47]. Quantizing the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
we obtain for this partition function the functional integral

Z (p) = f d[0*]d[0] exp { 1
S[0*, 0] , (3.2)

over the complex field 0(x, T) and with the Euclidian action
hist a h2v2

SP*, = dT
I.

dx 0*(x, T) + (3.3)
OT zin

2rah2
+ V" (x) + !0(x, T)12) 0(X, T) .

p

o. .

p

1

(11)

in
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As always for Bose systems, the integration is only over fields that are
periodic on the imaginary time axis.

Although it has recently been shown by Freire and Arovas that the tun-
neling process can also be studied in terms of the complex field 0(x, 7) [48],
we believe that it leads to somewhat more physical insight if we use instead
the fields p(x, r) and 0(x, r) that correspond to the density and phase fluc-
tuations of the condensate, respectively. They are introduced by performing
the canonical variable transformation [33]

0(x, 7) = Vp(x, 7)ei°(''')

in the functional integral for the partition function. As a result we find

Z(p) = d [p] d [0] exp {--r1-1S[p, 0; p1} (3.4)

with

00 (x. T)
S[p, 0; p] = f dr dx (ihp(x, )

0

h2 p(x. T) t,2
(V 0 (x,T))2 + (Vp(x, T))2

27n 8mp(x. r)

+V" 27rah2
(x)p(x, r) pp(x, r) + p2(x, r)) . (3.5)

Next, we notice that this action is only quadratic in the phase fluctuations.
The field 0(x, 7) can therefore be integrated over exactly, because it only
involves the evaluation of a Gaussian integral.

Compared to ordinary Gaussian integrals there is, however, one slight
complication which is associated with the fact that 0(x, 7) are phase vari-
ables. This implies that the periodicity of the original field 0(x, r) only
constraints the phase field 0(x, 7) to be periodic up to a multiple of 27r.
To evaluate the grand canonical partition function in equation (3.4) we
must therefore first integrate over all fields 0(x. 7) that obey the boundary
condition 0(x, ii,(3) = 0(x, 0) + 27rj and subsequently sum over all possi-
ble integers j. Because these different boundary conditions only affect the
zero-momentum part of 0(x, r) we first have to evaluate the sum

00(hf1)=-00(0)-1-27rj h13 000(r) }
d [00] exp f dr No (7)

0

with N0(7) = f dx p(x, 7) the number of condensate particles. After per-
forming a partial integration on the integral in the exponent, we can carry
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out the path integration over Oar) to obtain

E 27,,N016 rON0(7) 1

OT

As expected, the integration over the global phase of the condensate leads to

ire2iNoj
the constraint of a constant number of condensate particles, i.e., N 0(r) =
No. Moreover, we have = Ei 8(N j), which restricts the
number of condensate particles to an integer. Putting all these results to-
gether, we see that the integration over the zero-momentum part of p(x, r)
is only a sum over the number of condensate particles and we have that

z(ti) = Eer30/v0zNo.
No

(3.6)

Here we introduced the canonical partition function of the condensate,
which is apparently equal to the functional integral

ZN0 = d[p]d[O] exp S[p, 0; 0] } (3.7)
ll

Il

over all the nonzero momentum components of the density and phase fields.
The integration over the nonzero momentum components of the phase

field I9(x, r) is easily performed, because it now involves an ordinary
Gaussian integral. Introducing the Green's function for the phase fluctua-
tions G(x, x'; p) by

h ((Vp) V + pV2) G(x, x'; p) = 8(x x') , (3.8)
777,

we immediately obtain the desired effective action for the density field

Seff [p] f drf dx f dx' h p(x, T)
G(x, x

,
; p)

p(x' , r))
2 OT

hi3

+ f dx
2h

(Vp(x, T))2
8mp(x,

+V"(x)p(x, r)
27rah2

p2(x, T)) (3.9)

Being an action for the density fluctuations of the condensate, Seff [p] also
describes all the collisionless modes of the condensate. This is important for
our purposes, because the mode which becomes unstable first, determines
precisely how the condensate collapses. Moreover, it determines the proba-
bility with which the collapse is going to take place, both for quantum and
thermal fluctuations, since the energy barrier is smallest in that direction of
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the configuration space. It should be noted that as long as we can neglect
the interaction between the condensate and the thermal cloud, the action
Seff [p] describes also the collective modes of a gas with positive scattering
length. For various other theoretical approaches that have been applied un-
der these conditions see, for example, references [29,30,49-55]. The actual
measurements of the collective mode frequencies have been performed by
Iin et al. [26] and Mewes et al. [27] and are at sufficiently low temperatures
indeed in good agreement with the theoretical predictions [35,36]. We ex-
pect the same to be true for a gas with effectively attractive interactions
and, therefore, the action Seff [p] to be a good starting point for the following
discussion.

To obtain the collisionless modes explicitly we consider first the case of
an ideal Bose gas by putting a = 0. For the ideal Bose gas we expect the
gaussian profile

1
(R-q2(7)

3/2 x2
p(x; q(r)) = No q2 (7) (3.10)

to describe an exact mode of the condensate. The reason is that in the
noninteracting case we can make a density fluctuation by taking one particle
from the condensate mid putting that in one of the excited states of the
external potential. The corresponding density fluctuation obeys

p(x, t) e c))t/fi(x)xo (x) .6'
For the experimentally relevant case of an isotropic harmonic oscillator [11]
it is more convenient to use instead of the cartesian quantum numbers n,
the two angular momentum quantum numbers .e and rn and the quantum
number n that counts the number of nodes in the radial wave function
xt(x). The density fluctuation then becomes

ex2 /212
Sp(x,t) ei(2n+e)wtxtit(x)Y4`7,(5t)

'

with cam rosy = (2n + f)hw the excitation energy and 1 = (h/mw)1/2
the size of the condensate wave function. Comparing this now with the
expansion of the gaussian profile in equation (3.10) around the groundstate
density profile, which is obtained by substituting q(r) = 1 + öq(r), we find
that

ex2 1212
öp(x, 7) = \16-NolT) xio(x)17(5.0 (r12)3/ 4 (3.11)

has precisely the same form as a density fluctuation in which one particle
is taken from the condensate and put into the harmonic oscillator state

(
exp

cx (71.12)3/4
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with quantum numbers (nem) = (100). The frequency of this so-called
"breathing" mode described by the gaussian density profile must therefore
be equal to 2w.

To proof that this is indeed correct, we need to evaluate the effective
action Sell [p], and hence the Green's function G(x, x'; p), for a gaussian
density profile. Substituting such a profile in equation (3.8) immediately
leads to G(x, x'; p) = G (x, x' ; q)Ip(x' ; q) , with

V 4-17
rn q2

2) 1X ; q) = 6(x x!). (3.12)

The latter equation can be solved, if we can solve the eigenvalue problem

2x 0
e(x) =q2

This turns out to be an easy task, because substituting

:2/ 2q2

Gi.m(x) = (X) Yem(R)

(3.13)

(3.14)

gives essentially the radial Schrödinger equation for an isotropic harmonic
oscillator with frequency wq = h 1 rnq2 , i.e.,

27n n2 a2 1
2

h2x2 + 1) 3 =
1-12 27n 0x2 2 q 2 rnx 2

(3.15)

The desired eigenfunctions are therefore fle,,n(x; = (Pnent OCW2 /2q2 with
,9.ern(x) the properly normalized harmonic oscillator states with the en-
ergies (2n + + 312)hwq, and the corresponding eigenvalues are X(q) =
2(2n + P.) . Introducing finally the "dual" eigenfunctions 7,.ern(x; q)

(pi,* em(x)e- x2 12q2 , the Green's function G(x,x'; q) is given by

G(x, x'; q) = E
G-em(x; hAnf(q)Tri fleTI-1(Xf . (3.16)

nem

Note that the prime on the summation sign indicates that the sum is over
all quantum numbers except (nem) = (000). The latter is excluded because
the associated eigenfunction 000(x; q) is just a constant and thus does not
contribute to G(x, x'; p), which is defined as the Green's function for all
phase fluctuations with nonvanishing momenta.
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Putting all these results together, we see that the dynamics of the
collective variable q(7) is determined by the action

ho
S[q] f (17-

FLO

dr
. o

mAla3 dq 3h2 3 inw2q2)
4 ci.1-)

2

u 4mq2 4

{_lms
2 v(q)

(3.17)

that is equivalent to the action of a particle with effective mass rn* =
3n/No/2 in a potential V (q) = No(3h214mq2 + 3mw2q2/4). As expected
from our previous remarks, this potential has a minimum for q = 1 and can
be expanded near its minimum as

1
V (q) r

3
Nohw + rn* (102(602 .

2
(3.18)

It thus comfirms that the gaussian profile describes a breathing mode with
frequency 2w around an equilibrium density profile that is given by p(x; /) =
No X000 (3012.

Our next task is to investigate how interactions affect this result. Con-
sidering again only Gaussian density profiles, the action Self [q] is again that

of a particle with effective mass m* = 3mN0/2 but now in the potential [56]

3h2 3 No h2Ial
V (q) = No (3.19)

4mq2 4 )
The physically most important feature of this potential is that it is un-
bounded from below, since V(q) oo if q 0. Hence, the conden-
sate indeed always has the tendency to collapse to the high-density state

p(x; q) = No8(x). However, if the number of condensate particles is
sufficiently small, or more precisely if [57]

No
/Ni277r 1

< 0.68 .
1,2155/4 lot

(3.20)

the condensate has to overcome a macroscopic energy barrier before it
can collapse. Under these conditions the condensate is therefore really
metastable and can in principle be observed experimentally. The most im-

portant question in this respect is of course: How metastable is the conden-
sate? Within the gaussian approximation this question is easily answered,
because then the dynamics of the condensate is equivalent to the dynamics
of a particle in an unstable potential, as we have just seen. We therefore
only need to evaluate the WKB-expression for the tunnneling rate [58] and
compare this to the rate of decay due to thermal fluctuations by calculating
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also the height of the energy barrier. The outcome of this comparison for the
conditions of the experiment with atomic 7Li is presented in reference [59]
and shows that, for the relatively high temperatures T > 1,4403 that have
been obtained thusfar [11], the decay by means of thermal fluctuations over
the energy barrier is the dominant decay mechanism of the condensate.

More important for our purposes, however, is that sufficiently close to
the maximum number of condensate particles Nina. the collective decay
of the condensate discussed above is always much more probable than the
decay due to two and three-body collisions that lead to a spin-flip or the
formation of 7Li molecules, respectively. As a result the collapse of the
condensate should be observable within the finite lifetime of the gas. In
fact, on the basis of this separation of time scales we expect the condensate
to go through a number of growth and collapse cycles [59, 60]. Physically
this picture arises as follows. Starting from a gas with a number of atoms
N > Nmax, the condensate will initially grow as a response to evaporative
cooling. However, if the number of condensate atoms starts to come close
to N,x. the condensate fluctuates over the energy barrier and collapses
in a very short time of 0(11w) [61]. During the collapse the condensate
density increases rapidly and two and three-body inelastic processes quickly
remove almost all the atoms from the condensate. After this has occurred
the condensate grows again from the noncondensed part of the gas and a
new growth and collapse cycle begins. It is only after many of these cycles
that enough atoms are removed for the gas to relax to an equilibrium with
a number of condensate particles that is less than N111x. This is shows
quantitatively in Figure 16 for the experimental conditions of interest.

A final issue which needs to be addressed at this point is the actual
dynamics of the collapse and, in particular, how we must include the effect
of the inelastic growth and decay processes on this dynamics. Unfortunately,
the inclusion of these effects is rather complicated and we need the results
of Section 3.4 to be able to correctly address this problem. It is, however,
of some interest because Sackett et al. have recently observed that after a
single collapse there remains a remnant of the condensate with about 10%
of the initial number of atoms [62]. At present, it is an important open
problem to theoretically understand the magnitude of this remnant.

3.2 Phase diffusion

As we have just seen explicitly, a particularly interesting consequence of
the finite size of the gas is that quantum fluctuations play a much more
important role. Although this is especially true for the case of attractive
interactions that we considered in Section 3.1, it is also true for a Bose
gas with repulsive interactions. A striking example in this respect is the
phenomenon of phase "diffusion", which was recently discussed by Lewen-
stein and You [32]. We rederive their results for a trapped Bose gas in a
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Fig. 16. Typical evolution of condensate number No in response to evaporative
cooling. The long-time decay of the condensate is due to two and three-body
inelastic collisions.

moment, but first consider also the same phenomenon for a neutral and
homogeneous superconductor. In this manner it is possible to bring out the
physics involved more clearly.

Using the approach of Section 2.8.3, it can be shown that at zero tem-
perature the dynamics of the superconducting order parameter, i.e., the
BCS gap parameter A(x, t) that is proportional to the wave function of the
condensate of Cooper pairs, is in a good approximation determined by a
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory [41,63,64] with the action

N(0)
dtf dx r12 aA

116.012 at

IVAI2 21Al2
316'012 2042) (3.21)

where N(0) is the density of states for one spin projection at the Fermi
energy F = ing /2 and Ao is the equilibrium value of the order param-
eter [65]. Writing the complex order parameter in terms of an amplitude
and a phase, we immediately observe that the amplitude fluctuations are
gapped [66] and can, therefore, be safely neglected at large length scales.
The long-wavelength dynamics of the superconductor is thus dominated by

0 I 0 20

t (s)
30 40
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the phase fluctuations, according to the action

,t2

seff [o] = N(0)42 f dt dx
2() FL (V6)2} (3.22)

4 Ot 3

This also implies that the global phase Ho(t) f dx 0(x, t) 1 V of the super-
conductor has a dynamics that is governed by

N (0)N h2
Seff [00] = f dt (19°

4n j dt ) (3.23)

using the fact that the total volume V of the system is given by Nln.
Up to now our discussion has again been semiclassical. To consider also

the quantum fluctuations, we have to quantize this theory by applying the
usual rules of quantum mechanics. Doing so, we find that the wave function
of the overall phase obeys a Schrödinger equation

82
ihaT(90:0=

N (0)N Ot94111(00;
t)

Ot
(3.24)

with a "diffusion" constant that can easily be shown to be equal to the
quantity (2/h)01F ON [67] and is, most importantly for our purposes, pro-
portional to 1/N. In the thermodynamic limit N oo a state with a well
defined stationary phase is clearly a solution and we are then dealing with a
system having a spontaneously broken U(1) symmetry. However, for a finite
(and fixed) number of particles the global phase cannot be well defined at all
times and always has to "diffuse" in accordance with the above Schrödinger
equation. Note also that in the groundstate the phase is fully undetermined
and 111/(00; 012 -= 1/27. Maybe surprisingly, the same calculation is some-
what more complicated for a Bose gas because the amplitude fluctuations of
the order parameter cannot be neglected even at the largest length scales.
However, taking these amplitude fluctuations into account properly, we nev-
ertheless arrive at an action that is equivalent to equation (3.23) and hence
again leads to the phenomenon of phase "diffusion".

We start again from the action S[p,O; for the condensate. The differ-
ence with the previous subsection is, however, that now we are not so much
interested in the dynamics of the density but in the phase dynamics instead.
Therefore we now want to integrate over the density field p(x, 7). This can-
not be done exactly and we therefore here consider only the strong-coupling
limit, which was also treated by Lewenstein and You [32]. In that limit we
are allowed to neglect the gradient of the average density profile [68] and

I.
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the action S[p, 0; pi is for the longest wavelengths well approximated by

.ho ,
(ihp(x, )

00 (x, r)
S[p, 0: p] = drf dx

0

270/.2 ,
Vex (X)p(X, T) itp(x, 7-)+ p-

2
(x, T)) . (3.25)

In equilibrium the average density profile of the condensate thus obeys

(p(x)) = 4:112 ( Vex (x)) e(p Vex (x)) . (3.26)

Performing now the shift p(x, T) = (p(x)) + 5 p(x, r), we find for the zero-
momentum part of the action [69]

hi3 dO0 27ah2
S[SNo, 00; it] h 0E0(p )

0
+ dr (itisNo

M vo(p)
(5N0)2) ,

dT
(3.27)

where Eo(p) and Vo(p) correspond, respectively, to the energy and the
volume of the condensate in the so-called Thomas-Fermi approximation [70].
Moreover, (SNOW = f dx p(x, r) represents the fluctuations in the total
number of condensate particles in that same approximation, implying that
the density fluctuations ö p(x, 7) are only nonzero in that region of space
where the condensate density does not vanish.

Performing now the integration over the number fluctuations 81\10(r)
and the usual Wick rotation to real times r --+ it, we immediately see that
the effective action for the global phase of the condensate has precisely the
same form as in equation (3.23), i.e.,

711170(A)
2

de0
t

Self [90: = (3.28)
87a

The appropriate "diffusion" constant is therefore equal to 27rart/mVo (p),
which can easily be shown to be equal to (1/ 2h)Nt/ON0 if we make use
of the fact that in the Thomas-Fermi approximation the chemical potential
obeys t = inc.P2R47/ 2 and the radius of the condensate is given by RTF =
(15ah2N0/m2w2)1/5 [56]. Hence, the "diffusion" constant is proportional to
1/N5. Note that if the condensate where contained in a box the "diffusion"
constant would be proportional to 1/N0 instead. It is important to note
also that, in contrast to the case of a fermionic superfluid, we have to
integrate over the amplitude fluctuations of the order parameter to arrive
at a quadratic action for the phase fluctuations. This leads to the important
conclusion that for a bosonic superfluid it is impossible to be in a state with
only phase fluctuations and no density fluctuations, even at the largest
length scales.
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= +
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3.3 Quantum kinetic theory

For simplicity we restrict ourselves for the rest of this course to the case
of a doubly-polarized atomic Bose gas, which for most practical purposes
can be seen as a gas of spin-less bosons [71]. Once we have understood
the quantum kinetic theory for this particular case, however, we can easily
generalize to multi-component Bose gases that are receiving considerable
attention at present [72]. Furthermore, the same methods can also be used
for fermionic gases and have recently already been applied to the problem
of Cooper-pair formation in a two-component fermion gas [73].

3.3.1 Ideal Bose gas

In textbooks an ideal Bose gas is generally discussed in terms of the average
occupation numbers of the one-particle states xn(x) [74]. Given the density
matrix j3(t0) of the gas at an initial time to, these occupation numbers obey

N(t) = Tr (3.29)

with //'4,(t) and /i)n(t) the usual (Heisenberg picture) creation and annihila-
tion operators of second quantization, respectively. Because the
Hamiltonian of the gas

(3.30)

commutes with the number operators N. (t) = (0(t), the nonequilibri-
um dynamics of the system is trivial and the average occupation numbers
are at all times equal to their value at the initial time to. If we are also
interested in fluctuations, it is convenient to introduce the eigenstates of the
number operators, i.e.,

(1-4,(0)N"
RATO;t) = 10),

n V NnI

and to consider the full probability distribution

(3.31)

P({Nn};t) = Tr [(to)I{Nn}; t)({Nn};t1] , (3.32)

which is again independent of time for an ideal Bose gas. The average
occupation numbers are then determined by

N(t) = E NnP({NnI; t) (3.33)
{NO

{fi(t0)1^/41(0,(0]

=Ef074,(07-pn(t)
11

11

,
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and the fluctuations can be obtained from similar expressions.
As indicated in Section 3.2, we are also interested in the phase dynam-

ics of the gas. In analogy with the occupation number representation in
equation (3.32), we can now obtain a completely different description of the
Bose gas by making use of coherent states and considering the probability
distribution 13[0* , 0; t]. Although we expect that this probability distri-
bution is again independent of time, let us nevertheless proceed to derive
its equation of motion in a way that can be generalized lateron when we
consider an interacting Bose gas. First, we use that

P kb* , (b; t] f (1[4]d[00] P[Ot tbo; to]
1(0; tkbo; to)I2

(0; titb; t) (tbo; tolcbo; to) (3.34)

This is a particularly useful result, because the time dependence is now
completely determined by the matrix element (0; tick;

I
to) for which the func-

tional integral representation is well known from our discussion in
Section 2.3. It is given by a "path" integral over all complex field evolutions
b(x, t +) = E ,,i(t+)xn(x) from to to t. More precisely we have

(x,t)=0* (x)
KO; ticbo; to)

J
d [Old [p] exp S+ [11)* , (3.35)

with the forward action S +111., * , 11)] given by

S +[11)* , ] = E {_ih(t)(t)
a

i+)(h0t±+ f dt+ 1/),*.i(t En) On(t+)} (3.36)
o

In the same manner the matrix element (0; tl ; to)* = (00; to 10; t) can be
written as a "path" integral over all possible field configurations ti)(x, t _) =
En I,bn (t )Xn (X) evolving backward in time from t to to, e.,

tI0o; to)* = d[0]40] exp [11)* , V] } , (3.37)
.10(x,,)=4,(x)

with a backward action

S ,11;] = E {-i(toon(t)
a

+ f dt_ En) 'On (t_)}

E {_ih,joon(t)
to 0

+ dt_ (t _) (ih n) 14,(t_)} (3.38)
at _

=

= tpi}
1.

.

(4);

II

=
11
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Putting all these results together, we see that the probability distribution
P[0* , 0; t] can in fact be represented by a functional integral over all fields
ri)(x, t) that evolve backwards from t to to and then forward in time from to
to t. Absorbing the factor P[, 00; to] into the measure of the functional
integral, we thus arrive at the desired result that

P[0* c5; t] fox,t)=49(.)
d[Old[0] exp , (3.39)

where the total (backward-forward) action in first instance obeys

S[0* ;0] = S_ [0* , 0] + S +[0* , ] = -ihE ((0(t)

1, de { -21 (4,(e)intPo(e)at'

--On(e)irt
a

Il(e)) 6(t')11)n(t')} ,at,

12)

(3.40)

and the integration along the Schwinger-Keldysh contour C is defined by
fc, dt' = f:" dt_ + f: dt+ [75-77]. Note also that in equation (3.39) we
have explicitly specified the boundary conditions on the functional integral.
It is interesting to mention that these boundary conditions are essentially
dictated by the topological terms in the action s[0* , 0], which is a general
feature of the path-integral formulation of quantum mechanics due to the
fact that the quantum theory should have the correct (semi)classical limit
[78]. Making use of the periodicity of the field 0(x, t) on the Schwinger-
Keldysh contour, the variational principle S[0* , 60n* (t ±) = 0 indeed
leads not only to the Euler-Lagrange equation

(t+ ) = EnOn (t± ) , (3.41)at±

which agrees with the Heisenberg equation of motion ih0/5n(t+)/at+ =
[;(t±), H] for the annihilation operators, but also with the appropriate
boundary condition 80*(t) = 0. In the same way we find the complex
conjugate results if we require that Slam , = 0. Substituting the
boundary conditions in equation (3.40) and performing a partial integration,
we then finally obtain for the action

S[0* , 0] E I dt' On* (e) (thwi78
at,

(3.42)

which we for completeness sake also rewrite as

S[0*, fc, de f dx 0*(x, t') (haat,
2

Vcx(x)) 'cb(x, t') .

(3.43)

(x)
= -S[0*. tp] 1

0

En) or,(0 ,

,., ct

tk] +
c,

.

=

+ E

' 2rn
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We are now in a position to derive the equation of motion, i.e., the Fokker-
Planck equation, for the probability distibution P[0*, 0; t]. This is most eas-
ily achieved by performing the variable transformation 0(x, t+) = 0(x, t')

t') / 2 in equation (3.39). In this manner the fields //)(x, t.) and 0(x, t+)
that live on the backward and forward branch of the Schwinger-Keldysh
contour, respectively, are "projected" onto the real time axis. Moreover, at
the same time we effect a separation between the (semi)classical dynamics
described by 0(x, t') and the quantum fluctuations determined by t').
After the transformation we have

P[6* 6;11 t, = d[Old[0] f d[e]d(1 exp

(3.44)

with

S[6* , 6; = f {(t' ) (ih a En) er(t')
at,o

+ (e) En) 0(t' )1 (3.45)

Because this action is linear in Gi(P) and (t/), the integration over the
quantum fluctuations leads just to a constraint and we find that

(x.t)---=q5* (x)

P[0% t] fo(x (-1[0*](1[0]

II [(-i IL1-) 0:,(t')
h (aat,

(bn(t')]

h
(3.46)

at,

or equivalently that

p[0* 0; t] = d[0Old[00] P[0;. 00; to] H (10. (3.47)

where we introduced the quantity 0(.1(0 obeying the semiclassical equation
of motion

ittat ocni (t) = enocni (t) (3.48)

ciand the initial condition On (to) = OO;n
The latter equation is thus solved by c/(t) = 0o;ne if"(t-6)/4 and we

conclude from a simple change of variables in equation (3.47) that for an

()c,

(3c,

(x:0=0- (X)
-11S[0*,

de
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ideal Bose gas P[0*. cb; t] = P[0*, 0; to], as expected. We also see from
equation (3.47) that the desired equation of motion for P[0* , 0; t] reads

a a
at

(E
a ) P[0* . .DA* n

n s'an

(3.49)

This is indeed the correct Fokker-Planck equation for an ideal Bose gas [79].
To see that we first consider AO (t) = I d[Ø]d[c] cbnPkb*, cb; t]. Multiplying
equation (3.49) with cbn and integrating over 0(x), we easily find after a
partial integration that

(cbn)(t) = rn(On)(t), (3.50)
Ot

which precisely corresponds to the equation of motion of the expectation
value (On(t)) = Tr[(to)On(t)] in the operator formalism. Similarly, we find
that

a
ih KO*n )(t) =0, (3.51)

in agreement with the resit!, =
Next we consider the average of 10n12, for which we immediately obtain

ih(10n12)(t) = 0. (3.52)at
We expect this result to be related to the fact that in the operator formalism
the occupation numbers N(t) are independent of time. Although this turns
out to be true, to give the precise relation between (Iq5nI2)(t) and N(t)
is complicated by the fact that at equal times the operators t%;n(t) and
t/41(t) do not commute. However, the path-integral formulation of quantum
mechanics is only capable of calculating time-ordered operator products [80].
In our case this implies that (0,112)(0 is the value at t' = t of

Tr [gto)Tct (1-&,(01(t' ))] =

(t, t')Tr [(3(to)7bn(t)IbI(e)] + e(t', t)Tr Lo(t0)1^bI(e)1&,(t)] (3.53)

with Tct the time-ordening operator on the Schwinger-Keldysh contour and
e(t, t') the corresponding Heaviside function. Since the Heaviside function
is equal to 1/2 at equal times [81], we conclude that

(10n12)(t) = N(t) + 21 (3.54)

0; t1 = 11; P[0*, 4); I]

+ i]

a

n(O: )(O

;.(.,r ,:t4'4,(t)) Tr[fl(to)1(01.

n

0:
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and that equation (3.52) is thus fully consistent with the operator formalism.
An intuitive understanding of the relation between (n 12) (t) and the occu-
pation numbers can be obtained by noting that, since all our manipulations
up to now have been exact, we expect 116 I Vf1 uo contain both classical
and quantum fluctuations. These correspond precisely to the contributions

(t) and 1/2, respectively.

Finally we need to discuss the stationary solutions of the Fokker-Planck
equation. It is not difficult to show that any functional that only depends on
the amplitudes 1012 is a solution. As it stands the Fokker-Planck equation,
therefore, does not lead to a unique equilibrium distribution. This is not
surprising, because for an isolated, ideal Bose gas there is no mechanism for
redistributing the particles over the various energy levels and thus for relax-
ation towards equilibrium. However, the situation changes when we allow
the bosons in the trap to tunnel back and forth to a reservoir at a tempera-
ture T . The corrections to the Fokker-Planck equation that are required to
describe the physics in this case are considered next. However, to determine
these corrections in the most convenient way, we have to slightly generalize
the above theory because with the probability distibution P[0* , t] we are
only able to study spatial, but not temporal correlations in the Bose gas.

To study also those we follow the by now well-known procedure in
quantum field theory and construct a generating functional Z[J. J*1 for all
(time-ordered) correlation functions. It is obtained by performing two steps.
First, we introduce the probability distribution Pj [0* , t] for a Bose gas in
the presence of the external currents J(x, t) and ./*(x,t) by adding to the
Hamiltonian the terms

hf dx (i(x, t)J*(x, t) + J (x, t) 01. (x, t)) =

((t),/,.,(0+

As a result we have

(.,0=0. (.)
= drOld[0] exp hs[0*, /PI}

Lx,t)=0(x)

x exp {i dt' dx (x, (x, t') + J (x, t' )0*(x,t'))} (3.55)
c, .

4);

E

1
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Second, we integrate this expression over 0(x) to obtain the desired
generating functional. Hence

Z[J, J*] = f d[0*]d[0] Pj[0* , 0; t] = f d[Old[0] exp ski,*, '01}

x exp f dx (0(x, (x,t) J(x, 40* (x, t))}

(3.56)

It is important to realize that Z[J, .11 is indeed independent of the time t
because of the fact that Pj[0* 0; t] is a probability distribution and thus
properly normalized. We are therefore allowed to deform the contour C' to
any closed contour that runs through to. Since we are in principle inter-
ested in all times t > to, the most convenient choice is the countour that
runs backward from infinity to to and then forwards from to to infinity.
This contour is denoted by C°() and also called the Schwinger-Keldysh con-
tour in the following because there is in practice never confusion with tlw
more restricted contour C' that is required when we consider a probability
distribution. With this choice it is also clear that Z[J. J*1 is a generating
functional. Indeed, equation (3.56) shows explicitly that all time-ordered
correlation functions can be obtained by functional differentiation with re-
spect to the currents J(x, t) and J* (x,t). We have, for instance, that

1Tr[f3(t4( t)] =
i J* (x, t) "-

and similarly that

J,J* =0
(3.57)

Tr ROOT, &)(x, t)z-pf (x' , t'))] (3.58)

1
62

i2 J* (x, t)6,1(x' , t')
Z[J, J*]

.1 I* =0

Note that the times t and t' always have to be larger or equal to to for these
identities to be valid.

3.3.2 Ideal Bose gas in contact with a reservoir

Inspired by the Caldeira-Leggett model for a particle experiencing fric-
tion [82], we take for the reservoir an ideal gas of N bosons in a box with
volume V. The states in this box are labeled by the momentum hk and
equal to xk(x) = e'"/V-17. They have an energy i(k) = h2k2/2rn + AV",
where AV" accounts for a possible bias between the potential energies of a
particle in the center of the trap and a particle in the reservoir. The reservoir

{i dt +
c.s

(5

/
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is also taken to be sufficiently large that it can be treated in the thermo-
dynamic limit and is in an equilibrium with temperature T and chemical
potential p for times t < to. At to it is brought into contact with the trap
by means of a tunnel Hamiltonian

flint EE (tn (k)t'Pn (t)774, (t) + (k)il)k (t)) , (3.59)
vV n k

with complex tunneling matrix elements t(k) that for simplicity are as-
sumed to be almost constant for momenta bk smaller that a cutoff /the but
to vanish rapidly for momenta larger than this ultraviolet cutoff. More-
over, we consider here only the low-temperature regime in which the ther-
mal de Broglie wavelength Ath = (271-h2 1 inkBT)h/2 of the particles obeys
Ath >> 1/kr, since this is the most appropriate limit for realistic atomic
gases.

To study the evolution of the combined system for times t > to we thus
have to deal with the action

SNP*, IP; 0;?' 0111 = n0* (t)dt
a

En + Ipn(t)
at

E f dt 14,(t) a(I, e(k) + p) ok(t)
at

X21-z: dt (tn (k)On(t)01*,(t)

+t:,(k)Ok (t)0,*,(t)) (3.60)

if we measure all energies relative to the chemical potential and also intro-
duce the complex field 1/1)11(x, t) = Ek Ok(t)Xk (X) for the degrees of freedom
of the reservoir. However, we are only interested in the evolution of the Bose
gas in the trap and therefore only in the time-ordered correlation functions
of this part of the system. The corresponding generating functional

Z [J, r] = d[Old[0] J d[W]d[] exp Ski)*,t/r, OR] }

x exp {i f dt dx (0(x, t),/* (x, t) + J(x,00* (x,t))}
-

(3.61)

is of the same form as the functional integral in equation (3.56), but now
with an effective action that is defined by

exp Tti Seff ki)*, _-= f dkpi'ild[k] exp SW, 0; qt, On] } (3.62)

= 7-17)

E p.)
n
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Hence, our next task is to integrate out the field th-t(x, t), which can be
done exactly because it only requires the integration of a gaussian.

To familiarize ourselves with the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism, we per-
form the gaussian integration here in some detail. In principle, this can of
course be done explicitly by making use of the fact that the initial density
matrix k(to) of the reservoir can be expanded in the projection operators
on the coherent states by using the coefficients

pR[oRI2] to]
1

N(k)e-lok12/N(k)
(3.63)

with N(k) = 1/(e tillS dl 1) the appropriate Bose distribution function
and /3 = 1/kBT. However, in practice it is much more easy to use a different
procedure. It is based on the observation that if we introduce the function
on the Schwinger-Keldysh contour defined by jc. dt' (5(t,e) = 1 and the
Green's function G(k; 1') obeying

c(k) + it) G(k; t,t') = hfi(t,t'), (3.64)at

the action SkIt , ORJ can be written as a complete square, or more
precisely as the sum of two squares S1 [0*,0] and S2 [V' , V); 7/41` OR] that are
given by

Si [0*, V)] = E f dt 0:,(t) En + Ipn(t)
a

E E f dt f 0* (or' (k)G(k; t. e)tn, (t')hV n.n' k
n n

and

(3.65)

s2[0*, 0; , 1,bR1 = E dt (01*c(t)

1

c
t(k)(e)G(k;t',t))

hN/V -n

(3.66)

x (ih-a-7a e(k) + it)

x (Pk(t) rz.01 E G(k; t , t')11),i(t' )t.(k)) ,

v n

respectively. Since the first term is independent of the field OR(x, t), we
only need to evaluate f dk/Vd[OR] exp (iS2[0*, ; '4,1PR]ORIN . Performing

= n

0;

(itt /I)c.

de

I
k

En I dt'
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a shift in the integration variables, we however see that this functional
integral is equal to

f cl[1111]d[Ord exp fc, dt
7/)1*((t)

f(k) + p)
'7)1((t)

0

= Tr[PR(to)] = 1 . (3.67)

As a result the effective action Seff [0*, 0] is just equal to Si [0*, 0], which
can be slightly rewritten to read

Self [0*. ,01 = E f dtf dt' (3.68)

x 14,(t) {(ih
t

cn + 1.1) , (5 (t, t') hE , (t , t' ) I On, (t' ) ,
0

with a selfenergy En.n' (t, t') obeying

1
hEn,n' (t, t') = E r(k)G(k; / . (3.69)

This is our first example of an effective action describing the nonequilibrium
dynamics of a Bose gas. Before we can study its consequences we clearly
first need to determine the Green's function G(k; t, t') in terms of which
the selfenergy is expressed. Although we know that this Green's function
fulfills equation (3.64), we cannot directly solve this equation because we
do not know the appropriate boundary condition at t = t' . To calculate
G(k; t, t') we therefore have to proceed differently. It is however clear from
equation (3.64) that G(k; t , t') is a property of the reservoir and we thus
expect that it can somehow be related to a time-ordered correlation function
of this reservior. To see that explicitly we consider again the generating
functional of these correlation functions, i.e.,

Z = f d[114t]cl[Ord

x exp 1{b,
dt 01*,(t) (ih-0 f(k) + Ok(t)}- at

x exp { i
I,-

dt (ok(t)4(t) + Jk(t)q(t))}. (3.70)

It is again a gaussian integral and can thus be evaluated in the same manner
as before. The result is now

ZR [J, J*1 = exp E f
c"

dtf dt' (t)G(k; t , ) (t ) , (3.71)
Cc'

II.n'
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which shows by means of equation (3.58) that

iG(k; t, t') = Tr [fiR(to)TC (/-Pk(t)zbit,(e))] . (3.72)

Note first of all that this is indeed consistent with equation (3.64), because
the right-hand side obeys

aih Tr [k(tn)Tc Etbk(t)4,(e))] = (t, [fin.(to)['4(t), 4,(t)]]
Ot

+ Tr [jin (i744(04,(e))]

= ih6(t,e) + (f(k) it)Tr LOH (to)Tc Etbk(t)4,(e))] (3.73)

in the operator formalism. Moreover, from this identification we see that the
desired solution fulfilling the appropriate boundary conditions is apparently

G(k; t, t') = {e(t, t') (1 + N(k)) + OW, t)N(k)} .
(3.74)

The specific dependence on the backward and forward branches of the
Schwinger-Keldysh contour is thus solely determined by the Heaviside func-
tion e(t, t' ). As a result it is convenient to decompose the Green's function
into its analytic pieces G> (k; t t') and G< (k; t t') [83] by means of

G(k; t, t') = e(t, t')G' (k; t t') + , t)G< (k; t t') . (3.75)

Due to the fact that we are always dealing with time-ordered correlation
functions, such a decomposition turns out to be a generic feature of all the
functions on the Schwinger-Keldysh contour that we will encounter in the
following [84]. For a general function F (t, t' ) , it is however also possible to
have 6-function singularities. If that happens the correct decomposition is

F (t, t') = F6 (06 (t , t') + e(t, t')F> (t, t') + , t) (t, t') . (3.76)

This more general decomposition is not required here, but will be needed in
Section 3.4 when we determine the effective interaction between two atoms
in a gas.

Having obtained the Green's function of the reservoir, we can now re-
turn to our discussion of the effective action Seff [0*, 0] for the Bose gas
in the trap. Although we have chosen to derive in equation (3.68) the ef-
fective action for the generating functional Z[J, r], it is straightforward
to show that the effective action for the probability distribution P[0* , 0; t]
is obtained by only replacing the contour C" by C'. In the following we
therefore no longer always specify all the boundary conditions on the time

t')rr

0)("'"

e(t'
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integration, if the precise details of this integration are not important and
the discussion applies equally well to both cases. Keeping this in mind, we
now again perform the transformation '0(t±) = (t) + en (t)/2 to explic-
itly separate the (semi)classical dynamics from the effect of fluctuations. It
leads in first instance to [85]

aseff[0.,0;c,]=E f dt (4(0 (ihat En + it) 6-,(t)
to

dt h

itt) Cbn (t)

dt de on* (t)hE(.7)., (e)E j
to

E dt dt' C;(t)hE,(t t')Ory(e)
. to

12 Efo dt fto dt' (t)hE,.,K,(t (t') , (3.77)
n,n

where we introduced the retarded and advanced components of the selfen-
ergy

tt) = ±e(±(t tt)) (En>,n, (t tl) En<,n, (t t')) (3.78)

that affect the terms in the action that are linear in *(t) and en (t), respec-
tively, and also the Keldysh component

t') = .nr(t E,;,n,(t t')) (3.79)

that is associated with the part quadratic in the fluctuations.
The physical content of these various components of the selfenergy is

understood most clearly if we now apply again the beautiful functional-
integral procedure that is due to Hubbard and Stratonovich. The basic
idea is to write the factor

exp dtf de C(t)EL,(t2 4,
n.n to to

in the integrant of f d[0*]d[0] f d[C]d[e] exp (iS0ff [0*, 0;C, ]/O as a
gaussian integral over a complex field 77(x, t). It is equivalent, but in prac-
tice more convenient, to just multiply the integrant by a factor 1 that is

II
Ut

+E f +
. to
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written as a gaussian integral f exp Seff /Oh) with

[ * = dt f (24(t)
n '10 to.n

* II Kdt" fl(t. )hEn,,,(t t))
n1 to

x (h EK );;:in ( t t')(2Tin,(t')

dt" t.n)n"(t"))
ft()

(3.80)

a complete square. Adding this to Seff [0*, 0; the total effective action
becomes

seff[0*. 7/] =
t

f dt' 0(t){ a
dtn,n' ')

11)6,,, t') h (t t!)} (t)

0E f dt de t!,(t){(ih5--t- En
to

(3.81)

+ on,n16(t t') hE tn) , (t

f doig.(t)G(t) c, corm (t»
n to

+ 2 E dt f de 7(t)(hE/)"<,-,-,In,(t e)7inr(e)
n.n, to to

and is thus linear in 6,(t) and (t). Integrating over these fluctuations
we conclude from this action that the field 0(x, t) is constraint to obey the
Langevin equations [86]

ih 120n (t) = (In it)Sbn(t) + E
to

de hEn(-1-41),(t t/)0., (t') 77,(t)
at n'

(3.82)

and

a (En- 1.)0+ E f de 0:.;,(e)hE(e t) + ri,"(t)
n,

(3.83)

dkrld[7,]

dt'

.11*

E

E
II"
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with gaussian noise terms iin(t) and rigt) that from the last term in the
right-hand side of equation (3.81) are seen to have the time correlations

(tlitl(t)Thv(t')) = t') (3.84)

1 f dk
2 j (27)3

(1 + 2N(k)) t:1(k)e)(1.t')/ntn,(k)

in the thermodynamic limit. Moreover, in that limit the retarded selfenergy
is equal to

riEn(+n),(t t') = -0(t t')
h (2)3
i dk

t* (k)e-i(f(10-)(t-t')mtn,(k)
"

(3.85)

and the advanced selfenergy can be found from the relation E;.,,,(t' =

(E(±) (t t'))* . Note that the Heaviside functions in these retarded andn,n
advanced selfenergies are precisely such that equations (3.82) and (3.83) are
causal, i.e., the evolution of 0(x, t) and 0* (x, t) depends only on their value
at previous times. This is clearly a sensible result and explains why these
components of the full selfenergy enter into the terms in the action that are
linear in the fluctuations.

To understand why the Keldysh component enters into the terms that
are quadratic in the fluctuations is more complicated and is related to the fa-
mous fluctuation-dissipation theorem [83,86,87]. Physically, the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem ensures in our case that, due to the interactions with
the reservoir, the gas in the trap now relaxes towards thermal equilibrium in
the limit t oc. Let us therefore study this limit in somewhat more detail.
However, before we do so we would like to mention for completeness that if
we apply the above Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation to the functional
integral for the probability distribution P[0*, 0; t],we immediately find that
analogous to equation (3.47)

= d[111d[111 P[11* ,11] d[]d[cbo] PN12; to]

x Hs (10n (3.86)

where (t)44; now obeys the Langevin equation in equation (3.82) for a par-
ticular realization of the noise rin(t) and with the initial condition 0;1'(to) =
11)0:n. Furthermore, the probability distribution for each realization of the

2_711EK
2 nlekt
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noise is given by

1
t

P[rr , 71] = exp 2i de dr r(e)(hEK),(t,'t")Tin,(t")h n.n, fto to

(3.87)

This result shows explicitly that, as expected, the Fokker-Planck equation
associated with the Langevin equations in equations (3.82) and (3.83) is
in fact the desired Fokker-Planck equation for the probability distribution

After this slight digression, we now return to the long-time behaviour of
the gas. In the long-time limit two important simplifications occur. Looking
at the expresions for the selfenergies, we see that their width as a function of
the time difference t-t' is at most of order (.9(h/kBT) in the low-temperature
regime of interest where the thermal de Broglie wavelength of the particles
obeys Ath > I/kr. If therefore t > to + C9(h/kBT) we are allowed to take
the limit to oc. Taking this limit means physically that we neglect
the initial transients that are due to the precise way in which the contact
between the trap and the reservoir is made, and focus on the "universal"
dynamics that is independent of these details. In addition, at long times the
dynamics of the gas is expected to be sufficiently slow that we can neglect
the memory effects altogether. Finally, we consider here first the case of a
reservoir that is so weakly coupled to the gas in the trap that we can treat
the coupling with second order perturbation theory. As a result we can also
neglect the nondiagonal elements of the selfenergies. In total we are then
allowed to put (but see below)

Enn;K(t--t1) E5.)I'M(En 1-1)6n,n,o(t t') EE E"(5n,nt(5(t t1),

(3.88)

where the Fourier transform of the selfenergies is defined by

t') = id, E(+);K()e)/h
27rh

(3.89)

Note that this implies in general that En( ,,)n(f) = (E.,(+n),()) , and in par-

ticular therefore that El, ) = (El,±))*.

With these simplifications our Langevin equations become

ih on(t) =a
(in + hE;,+) it)(bn(t) + rin(t)

at
(3.90)

E 1

E(ri).;1<

P[o*. 0: t].

ki
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and just the complex conjugate equation for Ori* (t). The retarded selfenergy
in this equation is given by

1= f dk
(27)3

t:i(k) tn(k),
fit (k) (3.91)

with Enl- the usual notation for the limiting procedure en + i0. It clearly
has real and imaginary parts that we denote by Sr, and -Rn, respectively.
Denoting the Cauchy principle value part of an integral by P, they obey

dk
= t(* k)

(27)3 n En e(k)tn(k)

and

(3.92)

dk
Rn = 71 f 0 E(k))Itn (k)12 (3.93)

The interpretation of these results is quite obvious if we consider the average
of the Langevin equation, i.e.,

a
= (En + s. iRn

which is solved by

-1(en-Fs.-0)t/he-Rnort(on )(0)e(0.)(t) =

(3.94)

(3.95)

Hence the real part of the retarded selfenergy Sr, represents the shift in
the energy of state xn(x) due to the coupling with the reservoir. Indeed,
equation (3.92) agrees precisely with the value of this shift in second order
perturbation theory. Moreover, the fact that I (On) (t)12 =
shows that the average rate of decay Fn of the state xn(x) is equal to 2Rn/h,
which, together with equation (3.93), exactly reproduces Fermi's Golden
Rule.

From the equation of motion for the average (0.)(t) we can also con-
chide that the right-hand side of the Fokker-Planck equation contains the
"streaming" terms

a(E ao* (. + hEn" 11)00 P[0* , 0; t1

n

However, there must now also be a "diffusion" term due to the fact that the
average (10n12)(t) is no longer independent of time since the interactions

s

Ot

I (On ) (0) I
2e-2/h

(f + 11E1!) 0011) P[0., 4,;t]
v-- a

+ .

II

(2703

11)(0n)(t)

f
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with the reservoir can lead to changes in the occupation numbers Nn(t). To
obtain the "diffusion" term we thus need to determine iha(10n12)(t)/0t. To
do so we first formally solve the Langevin equation by

{ (0)
i to(t) = e-1(e" r'-+)-1')" On i dt' r/(e)ei(En+hEl+)-/L)t7/1 .

ft
(3.96)

Multiplying this with the complex conjugate expression and taking the
average, we obtain first of all

(102)(t) = e-2R1 (I 12)()) + EK dt' e2Rnh' h}
2 n fOt

111/h
which shows that

(3.97)

a 1
ihOt (101112) (t) = -2iR(!on!2)(t) (3.98)

Moreover, the Keldysh component of the selfenergy is given by

dk
hEnl< = -27ri I

(2) 73
(1 + 2N(k))8(en e(k))1tn (k)12 (3.99)

and therefore obeys

hEnK = -2i(1 + 2Nn)Rn (3.100)

with Nn = (e13(f.-P) 1)-1 the Bose distribution function. This is in
fact the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, because it relates the strength of
the fluctuations determined by hEnK, to the amount of dissipation that is
given by R. As mentioned previously, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
ensures that the gas relaxes to thermal equilibrium. This we can already
see from equation (3.98), because substitution of the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem leads to

aih (t)
at (10.12 = 2iRn(10n12)(t) + + , (3.101)

which tells us that in equilibrium (10n12) = N + 1/2. In fact, we have
argued that in general (10n12)(t) = N(t) + 1/2. Substituting this identity
in equation (3.101) and realizing that rNr, = TnN(k) due to the energy-
conserving a function in c, we indeed obtain the correct rate equation for
the average occupation numbers

atN(t) = -FnNn(t) + FnNn (3.102)

= -FN(t)(1 + N(k)) + + Nn(t))N(k),

0

2 "
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that might justly be called the quantum Boltzmann equation for the gas,
because the right-hand side contains precisely the rates for scattering into
and out of the reservoir.

Furthermore, equation (3.98) shows that the "diffusion" term in the
Fokker-Planck equation is

(1 az

2 E 0006n P[0* , t] ,

because the first term in the right-hand side of equation (3.98) is also present
without the noise and is therefore already accounted for in the "streaming"
terms. In total we have thus arrived at

ihat P[0* tj = 0:n (E. + hqo tipn) P[0* o; t]

(E 0°4, (fn hE;;-) 12)00 -PP*, 0; t]

G1 En 8,,,,!,20n hE0 P[o., o; .
(3.103)

Using again the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, it is not difficult to show
that the stationary solution of this Fokker-Planck equation is

P[°* °°] H N 1/2 exP { Nn + 1/2°1112}n n
(3.104)

Although this appears to be quite reasonable, it is important to note that
this result is not fully consistent because the "streaming" terms in
equation (3.103) show that the energies of the states xn(x) are shifted
and equal to cn S. We therefore expect that the equilibrium occupa-
tion numbers are equal to the Bose distribution evaluated at those energies
and not at the unshifted values En. The reason for this inconsistency is,
of course, that we have taken E-,±),K equal to Erl'i( (En it), which was
only justified on the basis of second-order perturbation theory. We now,
however, see that to obtain a fully consistent theory we must take instead

+ S. it) . This implies that to obtain the retarded
selfenergy, we first have to solve for the real part

Sn =
dk

(271)3 tn* (k) en + S. e(k)
t(k) (3.105)

and then substitute this into

oALn = 7r f
(27r) 3

(5(En ± Sr. (k)) Itn(k)12
dk

(3.106)

0;
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n wn
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to obtain the imaginary part. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem then
again reads hEnK = -241 + 2Nn)R but now with the equilibrium distribu-
tion N. = (e5(en±s^-") 1)-1. As a consequence the quantum Boltzmann
equation and the stationary state of the Fokker-Planck equation will now
also contain these correct equilibrium occupation numbers [88].

Having arrived at the Fokker-Planck equation of our Caldeira-Leggett-
like toy model, we have now demonstrated the use of essentially all the
theoretical tools that are required for a discussion of a weakly interacting
Bose gas. Before we start with this discussion, however, we want to make a
final remark about the effect of the nondiagonal elements of the selfenergies.
Physically, including these nondiagonal elements accounts for the change in
the wave functions x(x) due to the interaction with the reservoir. It can
clearly be neglected if the coupling with the reservoir is sufficiently weak.
or more precisely if hE(+)r,n(e. + S p,)1 is much smaller than the energy
splitting lent --cni between the states in the trap. For a quantum dot in solid-
state phyisics [89] this is often the case and for that reason we might call our
toy model a bosonic quantum dot. However, in magnetically trapped atomic
gases the average interaction energy between the atoms is already slightly
below the Bose-Einstein condensation critical temperature larger than the
typical energy splitting and the nondiagonal elements of the selfenergies
are very important. Such a strong-coupling situation can, of course, also
be treated in our Caldeira-Leggett like model. The main difference is that
we need to expand our various fields not in the eigenstates of the trapping
potential x(x) but in the eigenstates x'n(x) of the nonlocal Schrodinger
equation

e(x) =
h2v,2

+ V"(x)) 4(x)
2rn

+I dx' Re {hE(+)(x, x'; sin it)] X(x') (3.107)

where en are the new eigenvalues and the retarded selfenergie in coordinate
space is hE(+)(x, x'; e) = En,n, Xn(x)hE(n+,),,(f)x.*,(x'). In this new basis
the nondiagonal elements of the selfenergies can now be neglected and we
find essentially the same results as before. We only need to replace c. + S.
by en and t(k) by E., (f dx x'n(x')x*n,(x)) t.,(k). Neglecting the nondi-
agonal elements in this basis only requires that the real part of the retarded
selfenergy is much larger that its imaginary part, which is always fulfilled
in our case because kAth > 1.

Summarizing, the coherent and incoherent dynamics of the gas in the
trap is for our toy model quite generally solved by

(0)(0 = (cbn)(0)e-i(-A)t/he-rnt/2 (3.108)

-
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N(t) = Nn(0)e-r + N (1 ('^')
, (3.109)

respectively. In the limit t oo, the average of the annihilation operators
(45n)(t) thus always vanishes but the average occupation numbers N(t) re-
lax to the equilibrium distribution AT (e13Vn-10 1)-1. Although this
appears to be an immediately obvious result, its importance stems from
the fact that it is also true if we tune the potential energy bias AV" such
that at low temperatures the groundstate Vo(x) acquires a macroscopic
occupation, i.e., No > 1. The gas therefore never shows a spontaneous
breaking of the U(1) symmetry, in agreement with the notion that we are
essentially dealing with an ideal Bose gas in the grand-canonical ensem-
ble [90]. The reason of the absense of the spontaneous symmetry breaking
can also be understood from our stationary solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation in equation (3.104), which shows that the probability distribution
for 1001 is proportional to the Boltzmann factor e-13(fo' -"(/)012 in the de-
generate regime of interest. Hence, the corresponding Landau free energy
FL ( ci)o ) = (flo it)0012 never shows an instability towards the formation
of a nonzero average of 100I due to the fact that e.'0 t can never become
less then zero. Once we introduce interactions between the atoms in the
gas. this picture fully changes.

3.4 Condensate formation

We are now in a position to discuss an interacting Bose gas, because in
an interacting Bose gas, the gas is roughly speaking its own thermal reser-
voir. The Fokker-Planck equation therefore turns out to be quite similar
to the one presented in equation (3.103). To be more precise, however, we
should mention that we aim in this section to describe the formation of a
condensate in an interacting Bose gas under the conditions that have re-
cently been realized in experiments with atomic rubidium, lithium, sodium
and hydrogen gases. In these experiments the gas is cooled by means of
evaporative cooling. Numerical solutions of the Boltzmann equation have
shown that during evaporative cooling the energy distribution function is
well described by an equilibrium distribution with time dependent temper-
ature T(t) and chemical potential /1(0, that is truncated at high energies
due to the evaporation of the highest energetic atoms from the trap [91].
Moreover, in the experiments of interest the densities just above the critical
temperature are essentially always such that the gas is in the weak-coupling
limit, which implies in this context that the average interaction energy per
atom is always much less than the energy splitting of the one-particle states
in the harmonic trapping potential.

-
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3.4.1 Weak-coupling limit

For a trapped atomic gas the appropriate one-particle states are the eigen-
states kn(x) of the external potent ial V' (x). As a result the Fokker-Planck
equation for the interacting gas will now quite generally be given by

a
at ((ea p(t))(5..., +86.

+ E v.4noin, On, 13[0* . d; t]
m un,

{ ((en tt(t))6.,n, + hE(n7)n)

+ E v(--)n' m';n.m 110* 0: 11

1 02
tv,K2 Z-1 0,

m.m'
Vni<m:n,,m,6;n }0m, P[0*, 0: t] . (3.110)

For this equation to be useful, however, we need to determine the various
selfenergies and interactions. To do so, let us for simplicity first consider
the normal state of the gas which is usually in the weak-coupling limit
IhE(+)n.n,. < En En, I for the experiments with atomic alkali gases that are
of interest here. In this regime we can neglect the nondiagonal elements
of the selfenergies and also the nonlinear terms in the right-hand side of
equation (3.110). The Fokker-Planck equation then reduces to

0 a
ihDiP[0* 0; = E 5--on (En + /1(0)0nP[0*, q5;

+ En (En + it(t))0V[0* , .0; t]

1 02

(3.1.11)
n n2 00. Do hE r113[0* t] ,

with hEl-,+).K = (Et, and en -= En S. This equation looks
identical to the one we derived for our Caldeira-Leggett toy model but de-
scribes in fact quite different physics because now the selfenergies are not

a0: tl = E ItE(,F1,)
11,n,
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due to an interaction with a reservoir but due to the interactions between
the atoms themselves. This is, however, completely hidden in the selfener-
gies as we show now explicitly. Performing the same manipulations as in
Sections 2.5 and 2.8.2, we find in the many-body T-matrix approximation
first of all that

bE(n4 = (7) = 2E vi(±,i),:i.,,,(En1 Ern' 211)Nm (3.112)

vn< (.)
f (f/n e;Ti 2/t)III

and similarly that

hEnK = 2E Vn%,,n,m(Eln Eim 211).Nin

+2E vn<rn;n,m(,., + 2,tt)(1 + 2Nrn) .TI

rn
(3.113)

Our next task is therefore the evaluation of the various many-body T-matrix
1/ (+)'<sK t\' ,

elements (,,(+)
' ,n,m;n,m

,<,K (t) ;
(+).<.K (e))/2 that occur in these41;in ,m

expressions, which is easily carried out with our experience of the homoge-
neous gas and by noting that the Lippmann-Schwinger equation is in fact an
operator equation that only needs to be expressed in a new basis. In terms
of the appropriate matrix elements of the interatomic interaction, i.e.,

dx f dx' x:,(x)(x')V (x x')x,(x)xm, (x') , (3.114)

the retarded and advanced components of the many-body T matrix thus
obey the Bethe-Salpeter equation [92]

(E) = Vn.rn;n'.m' (3.115)

1 + N
. (I)+ E Vn,m;n",m" E± 6/,, 2,u)

n" ,m"

and the optical theorem

(e) (e) = 27ri E ( + eirn, 2/i))
n",m"

x Tn(+,m) (E)(1 N n'' Nm")Tn"L";nm, (e)

Finally, we also need

(E) = 27ri E 6( (, + e,, 2,a))

x Tn(-1-m);n,m,,(E)Arn"Nnin T,;nr,n1,(E) (3.117)

(3.116)

n1
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"'27rh ' +

III
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and the Keldysh component

(f) = E 6(e finer 2/1,))

n",m"

X Tri(+.m) ,n.m (E) + Nn, Nm" + (E) . (3.118)

Notice that the appearance of a 8 function in the last three equations in prac-
tice never leads to any problems, because in the experiments with trapped
atomic gases the number of particles is always so large that the critical
temperature of the gas is much larger than the energy splitting of the trap
and the discrete sum over states is well approximated by an integral over a
continuous spectrum.

Making use of the above relations we find that for the states with thermal
energies the renormalized energy is given by the pseudopotential result

f(t) = En +
87rah2

711,
dx xn* (x)n(x, t) n(x) (3.119)

with n(x, t) the density profile of the gas cloud. For the states near the
one-particle ground state there is, however, a correction given by

2E E /n( " , m " ) 2 Nn"(t)Nm,,(t)
fF (t) ffm(1) ftn,, (t) (t)m n".m"

v(4-)and Vn( .±rn) t 20)). In the weak-= n,m:n",m" (en" (t) fim/, (t)
coupling limit, the renormalization of the one-particle energies plays by
definition not such an important role and we are much more interested in
the imaginary part of the retarded and advanced selfenergies. They are
given by

R(t) = 27r E E 6(e,,(t) + ern, (t) E(t) fink)) (3.120)

x il/n(=f-n?..,(t)121(1 + N(t) + Nrn"(t))Nrn(t) Nre, (t)] .

Furthermore, the Keldysh component of the selfenergies equals

= 47,E E 6(en (t) (1) ern(t))
III

X 117n(,+m);n,m,, (t)I2 [(1 N(t) /V,"(t))1 III (4.)

+ (t)Nm,, (t)(1 + 2 Nm(t))] . (3.121)

As a result the quantum Boltzmann equation for the gas becomes

-5-t-Nn(t) = rt,',"t(t)Nn(t) + (0(1 + N(t)) (3.122)

27ri (en"

I + II"

+ e11,

III IIIII"

+ Elm" fin(1)
II",Ill"

+

.

+

hEnK(t)
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with the rate to scatter out of the state xn(x) given by

47r
ri;ut(t) = 2_, V (t) + (t) e(t) f(t))

m

x n fli (02(1 + A In, (0)(1 + N (0)N m(t) (3.123)

and the rate to scatter into this state by

47r(t) = E ( 5 (e, (t) + ern, (t) e(t)

x (t)12 N (t) N (t) (1 + Nm(t)) (3.124)

as expected from Fermi's Golden Rule.
The quantum Boltzmann equation found above, in combination with the

expressions for the shift in the energy levels, fully describes the dynamics
of the gas in the normal state. However, close to the critical temperature
when the occupation numbers of the one-particle groundstate xo(x) start
to become large, we are no longer allowed to neglect the nonlinear terms
in the Fokker-Planck equation in equation (3.110). Applying again the
11m:tree -Rock approximation, which is essentially exact in the weak-coupling
limit as we have seen in the equilibrium case, and substituting the ansatz
P[0* , c5; Po[5 of , 00; t] , (71 ; t] into equation (3.110), we obtain for
the probability distribution of the condensate

a
in- 5 iPoRY0` 00; tl = + hE;)±) p(t)

+ To,0(01412)00P0 [01;, cbo; t]

+ (co + h4H

+ To,0(t)10012) (PO PoK, 00; t}

1 642 hE(1)( kbO; 00; ,
2 00'68 00

(3.125)

where it should be remembered that for consistency reasons the selfenergies
need to be evaluated at the energies e(t) = f(t) + T(+)o;oo(t)I0012. In
equilibrium the fluctuation-dissipation theorem then reads

(+) ioiRn = -13TLEoK (eo -1-1+ To,o o4
(3.126)

E
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which guarantees that the probability distribution for the condensate relaxes
to the correct equilibrium distribution

T(+)
Po [4, 013; Do] a exp { ,3 eio 11, +

o.o:o.o 2
I 10012}2 '

The Fokker-Planck equation, and hence the Boltzmann equation, for the
noncondensed part of the gas is the same as in the normal state because for
a discrete system the contributions from the condenstate to the selfenergies
is already included in our expressions for hE1±)'1 and needs not be separated
out explicitly. This implies of course, that if we evaluate the rates rt(t)
and Finn (t) by replacing the sum over states by an integral over a continuum,
we first need to separate the contribution from the condensate to obtain the
correct result.

In summary we have thus found that in the weak-coupling limit the
dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensation in an external trapping potential is
described by the coupled equations in equation (3.122) and equation (3.125),
i.e., by a Boltzmann equation for the noncondensed part of the gas and a
Fokker-Planck equation for the condensate, respectively. If we apply these
equations to a Bose gas with a positive scattering length, we essentially
arrive at the theory recently put forward by Gardiner et al. [93]. Indeed,
neglecting the energy shifts and assuming that the noncondensed cloud is in
equilibrium with a chemical potential p > co, our Fokker-Planck equation
for a U(1) invariant probability distribution of the condensate becomes

aihat Po[1001;t] =
a_hEm

4 ° aoo (f0 + T(+)ox;(:) ,0 loo 12) oo Po [1 oo I; t]

o cbo 12) Po [100 I; t]
o a

(eo p + T(C):f0_hEK

1 hElo<
2 30000 Po[1(4,01; t] . (3.127)

It is equivalent to the Fokker-Planck equation for a single-mode laser, since
introduction of the dimensionless time T = t(iEg/8)(2/3T0,0)1/2, the
dimensionless condensate number I = 10012 (211T0,0)112 and the so-called
"pump parameter" a = 20(tt co)/(2/12+0).0.0)1/2 leads to the Fokker-
Planck equation

a
P[I; j {2(1

a)I + 4I -07-1} P[I; (3.128)

well-known from laser theory [94]. The typical behaviour of P[I; r] during
Bose-Einstein condensation in shown in Figure 17.
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Fig. 17. Typical evolution of the condensate probability distribution during Bose-
Einstein condensation. The slowest relaxation rate is 1/70 5.7. The inset shows
the evolution of the average condensate number and its fluctuations.

Calculating (/)(T) from equation (3.128) by making use of the mean-
field assumption (12)(r) = ((/)(r))2, precisely reproduces the theory of
Gardiner et al. A comparison with the experiments of Miesner et al. shows
that the theory of Gardiner and coworkers is unfortunately not fully satis-
factory [95, 96]. The reason for this is presumably that these experiments
are really in the strong-coupling limit, where the above theory does not
apply. As mentioned previously, the theory is however applicable to gases
with a negative scattering length. Since we know from our experience with
homogeneous gases that the chemical potential will never be larger than
eo in this case, we clearly see from the equilibrium probability distribution
P0[,q50; Do] that a condensate in a gas with effectively attractive inter-
actions is only metastable and will ultimately collapse to a dense state
after it has overcome an energy barrier, either by thermal fluctuations or
by quantum mechanical tunneling. This is clearly in full agreement with
the discussion in Section 3.1. Furthermore, we now also understand how
the dynamics of the collapse must be treated. It requires the solution of
a stochastic, dissipative nonlinear Schrödinger equation, in which the dis-
sipative terms and the noise obey an appropriate fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. Having arrived at this important result, we are finally left with a
discussion of the strong-coupling limit.
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3.4.2 Strong-coupling limit

The difficulty with the strong-coupling limit is that the appropriate one-
particle states of the gas are no longer the states xn(x) of the trapping
potential because these states are now strongly coupled by the mean-field
interaction. For our Caldeira-Leggett model this problem could be easily
resolved by introducing the states xin(x) that incorporate the average in-
teraction with the reservoir. However, for a trapped Bose gas the same
procedure would lead to an expansion into states x'n(x; t) that paramet-
rically depend on time since the mean-field interaction depends on time
also. In principle, we thus have to deal with the situation that not only the
occupation numbers vary with time but also the states to which these oc-
cupation numbers belong. This results in highly nontrivial dynamics since
it is a priori clear that an adiabatic approximation, in which we neglect the
nondiagonal matrix elements f dx Vn*(x; t)(0/0t)xn' , (x; t), is not valid, be-
cause of the lack of a separation of time scales. Notice that we were able to
circumvent the above problems for a Bose gas with effectively attractive in-
teractions due to the fact that on the one hand the growth of the condensate
essentially takes place in the weak-coupling regime and that on the other
hand the collapse, which certainly occurs in the strong-coupling regime, re-
quires in first instance only knowledge of the collisionless dynamics of the
condensate.

Notwithstanding the above remarks, we can make progress in the
strong-coupling limit if we realize that in this limit the typical length scale
on which the (noncondensate) density of the gas varies is always much larger
than the trap size. We are therefore justified in performing a gradient ex-
pansion. To do so in a systematic fashion, it is convenient to express the
various selfenergies and interactions in the coordinate representation, i.e.,
by introducing

hE(±),K(x,x,,)= E xn(x)hEK(e)x(x,) (3.129)
n,n'

and similarly

V(±)'K(x, x'; y, 3/; 6) = E E xn(x)x (y)v.=,.,(E)x:,,(x')xLcy')
n,n' m,m'

(3.130)
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In this coordinate representation, our Fokker-Planck equation acquires in
all generality the form

iqP[0*. t] = dxdx' 60:5(x) h227n2 + V"(x)

it(t))fi (x x') +

+ f dydy' V(+)(x, x'; 31, Y')0*(Y)0(Y')0(xi)} P[b*, t]

+ J dxdx' 0:5(x) {(( h 22772 + V(x)

140) 6(x x') + hE(-)(x', x)) 0*(x')

+ dydy'

I dxdx'

+ f dycl3/ 17K (x, x'; 3r, 37V (Y)0(3/ )P[0*, .

(3.131)

To study its physical content and to familiarize ourselves with how to per-
form the desired gradient expansion, we first analyze again the normal state
of the gas in which we can neglect the nonlinear terms representing the effect
of the condensate.

In the normal state the condensate is absent and we are only inter-
ested in the behavior of the quantity (cb(x)0*(xl))(t). From the above
Fokker-Planck equation we see that it obeys the equation of motion

h2 rs2

ihi(c6(x)* (xf ))(t) = dx"
+

V"
(x) PM)

x 6(x x") + hE(±)(x, x")) (.75(x")0* (x' )) (t)

h2
dx"

0°x'2 + Vex (x') PM)

x 6(x" x') + hE(-)(x", x')) (0(x)0*(x"))(t)

1

2
(3.132)
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Introducing now the Wigner distribution [97] by means of

1
N(x.k; t) + = dx' '''((1)(x + x'/2)0*(x x72))(t) (3.133)

and similarly the selfenergies TiE(±).K(x, k) by

riEW 'I< (x. k) = dx' ehEx + x72, x x'/2) ,I (3.134)

we find after substituting these relations in lowest nonvanishing order in the
gradient 0/0x the expected quantum Boltzmann equation [77,83]

k; t) 0 1 0/'(x, k; t) 0
Ok

N(x, k;
Ox

t) akN(x,k; t)
x

= F0nt(x, k; t)N(x, k; t) + (x, k; t)(1 + N(x, k; t)) , (3.135)

where the energies of the atoms have to be determined selfconsistently from

k; /) = e(k) + V(x) + Re[hE(+)(x, k; e(x, k; t) . (3.136)

Moreover, the expressions for the retarded energy h,E(41(x, k; e'(x, k; t)
ft(t)), and the collision rates IT'ut(x, k; t) and Fin(x, k; t) turn out to be
identical to the ones for a homogeneous gas [91, 98, 99]. We only need to
replace the one-particle energies e(k; t) and occupation numbers N(k; t) by
their local counterparts e(x, k; t) and N(x, k; t), respectively. Notice also
that the same substitution has to be made in the Bethe-Salpeter equation
for the many-body T matrix, which implies that the effective interaction
now implicitly depends both on the position x and the time t.

As an example, let us consider the gas not too close to the critical
temperature. Then the effective interaction is well approximated by the
two-body T matrix and we simply have

87rn(x, t)ah2f'(x, k; t) = f(k) + V(x) +
771

(3.137)

As a result the equilibrium solution N(x, k; 84) of the quantum Boltz-
mann equation equals a Bose-Einstein distribution evaluated at the en-
ergy f(k) + V(x) + 87rn(x)ah2/m p. The equilibrium density profile
n(x) = f dk N(x, k: Dc)/(2/03 thus corresponds to a local-density approxi-
mation but is indeed very accurate for the atomic gases of interest. Apart
from describing the relaxation of the gas towards equilibrium, the quan-
tum Boltzmann equation can also be used to study the collective modes of
the trapped gas above the critical temperature. Using the same methods
that have recently been applied to inhomogeneous Bose gases by Zaremba
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et al. [100], we can for example derive the hydrodynamic equations of motion
the gas. Moreover, the collisionless modes are obtained from

a 0
Ot

N(x' k t)
'

+ c/V(x, k; t) (Vex(x)

87rn(x, t)ah2 0-N(x. k: t) 0. (3.138)

Solving this equation is equivalent to the Generalized Random-Phase
Approximation [83]. More important is that the above collisionless
Boltzmann equation can be shown to satisfy the Kohn theorem [101] by sub-
stituting the shifted equilibrium profile N(x xe,(t), k (m/h)dx,, dt;
oc). For an harmonic external potential the center-of-mass of the gas cloud
then precisely follows Newton's law d2xe111 (t)/dt2 = VVex(xcnn (0), which
shows that the gas has three collisionless modes with frequencies that are
equal to the three frequencies of the external trapping potential.

The full quantum Boltzmann equation in equation (3.135) also describes
the relaxation of the gas towards equilibrium. It can thus be used to study
forced evaporative cooling by adding an appropriate loss term to account for
the escaping high-energetic atoms. In agreement with our previous picture
we then expect that, if the evaporative cooling is performed slowly, the
distribution function N(x, k; t) can be well approximated by a truncated
equilibrium distribution with a time-dependent temperature and chemical
potential. As a result, we can use the results from the homogeneous gas
to show that in the critical regime the gas again becomes unstable towards
Bose-Einstein condensation. This is the case when e'(x, 0; t) < tt(t) for
positions near the center of the trap where the density of the gas is highest.
If that happens we are no longer allowed to neglect the nonlinear terms in
the Fokker-Planck equation and some corrections are neccesary. Applying
again the Hartee-Fock approximation, which is correct sufficiently close to
the critical temperature where AinT > 47rno(x, t)ah2 we find first of
all that the quantum Boltzmann equation for the noncondensed part of
the gas has the same form as in equation (3.135). We only have to add
the by now familiar mean-field interaction 2no(x, t)T(+)(0, 0) due to the
condensate to the renormalized energy E'(x, k; t). Finally, the scattering
rates Pout (x, k; t) and Pi" (x, k; t) have to be adjusted in precisely the same
way as in the homogeneous case to account for the macroscopic occupation
of the condensate [98, 102, 103].

In addition, the resulting quantum Boltzmann equation for the noncon-
demised atoms is coupled to a Fokker-Planck equation for the condensate.

1/k ,(2
ax

=
ni
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After a gradient expansion the latter equals

ei
dx ( h22 7 + V(x)

hE(-F) (x, 0) + T(±)(0, 0)10o(x)12)0o(x)Po[4 0o; t]

+ V " (x) p (t)+ f dx (50'6(5(x) h2 °
n

+ 0) + T(+)(0, 0)04)(02) t]

1
62

2 (x)(50;(x)
O)p) [4, 00; ,

(3.139)

where tiE(±)'K(x, 0) denotes hE(±)'K(x, k = 0). In more detail we have
for the real part of the retarded and advanced selfenergies that S(x, 0) =
Re[hEW (x, 0; c"(x, 0; t) p(t))] and i"(x, 0; t) the local energy of a con-
densate atom. Moreover, using our picture of the evaporative cooling of
the gas, the imaginary parts follow most conveniently from the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem

i R(x, 0) =
4

h2N72
+ f'(x, 0; t) p(t) + T(+) (0 0)10o(x)12) (3.140)

2m

where hEK(x, 0) = hE(±LK(x, 0; e/(x, 0; t) p(t)) can in a good approx-
imation be considered as independent of I(/)0(x)I. Near equilibrium the
Fokker-Planck equation thus simplifies to

ihwt-8 P0[1001; t] = f (Ix hK(x, 0) (05(x) h22772 i'(x, 0)

+ T(+)(0, o t]

dx hEK (x, 0) 50,(,5(x) h2 27 f'(x. 0)

+ T(+)(0, 0)10o(x)12) t]

;(
1

62f dx Po Ma I; t] (3.141)
2 600(x)(50x)

p(t)ih-a7, 414: Ooi f] = joo(c) 2in
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and the probability distribution of the condensate relaxes to the expected
stationary state

h2v2
Po [1(15o[; 00] 0( exp 0 dx (4(x)

2Tri
+ e(x) 0)

+
T(±)(0, 0)

2
100(x)I 00(x) (3.142)

From this result we conclude that equations (3.135) and (3.139) give an
accurate discription of the dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensation in the
strong-coupling regime. Unfortunately, the solution of these coupled equa-
tions is not possible analytically and we therefore have to refer to future
work for a numerical study and a comparison of this theory with experi-
ment. We here only remark that the semiclassical approximation in this
case amounts to the Thomas-Fermi result for the condensate density

no(X: t) =
v+)(0, 0) Cu(t) e'(

0; t)) (it(t) (x, 0; t)) . (3.143)

Such an approximation implicitly assumes, however, that the dominant
mechanism for the formation of the condensate is by means of a coher-
ent evolution and not by incoherent collisions. This might be expected
not to be very accurate on the basis of the homogeneous result that the
second mechanism only diverges logarithmically with the system size [90],
whereas the first diverges linearly [104]. Nevertheless it seems that only a
full solution of equations (3.135) and (3.139) can settle this important issue.

3.5 Collective modes

Although we have up to now primarily been focussed on the dynamics of
Bose-Einstein condensation itself, it is interesting that we have in fact, sim-
ilarly as for temperatures above the critical temperature, also arrived at an
accurate discription of the collective modes of a condensed gas at nonzero
temperatures. Since these collective modes are receiving much attention
at present, we now briefly want to discuss how such a description emerges
from our Fokker-Planck equation. Since most experiments at present are
performed in the collisionless limit, we consider only this limit here. It is
in principle possible, however, to derive the hydrodynamic equations of mo-
tions as well [100]. Let us for simplicitly first assume that the temperature
of the gas is sufficiently far below the critical temperature that the many-
body T matrix is well approximated by the two-body T matrix, but not so
low that the Ilartree rock approximation is no longer valid. In this regime
we have that hE(+)(x, k) = 87rn'(x, t)ah2 1 rn and the dynamics of the non-
condensed part of the gas is again determined by the collisionless quantum

//(
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Boltzmann equation given in equation (3.138), where the total density now
consists of two contributions

n(x. t) = no(x, t) + n'(x. t) 1(0(x))(012 + (2(17rk)3 N(x, k; t) . (3.144)

The dynamics of the condensate follows again from the nonlinear Schröding-
er equation

21-12iha = " v + V"(x)at 2in

47ra h2

+ (2n'(x, t) + no(x, t))} (6(x)) (t) ,

which can be rewritten as the continuity equation

no(x, t) = V (vs(x, t)no(x, t))
at

together with the Josephson relation for the superfluid velocity

0
t) = v (V"(x) +

47rah2
(2W(x, t)

Tn

1 2 )+no (x, t)) + mvs (x, t)
2

(3.145)

(3.146)

(3.147)

Here, we used that (0(x))(t) = V no(x, t)ei°(x.'), (x, t) = hVO(x, t)/m,
and have applied the Thomas-Fermi approximation, which is appropriate
in the strong-coupling limit. It will presumably not come as a surprise that
these coupled equations for N(x, k; t), no(x,/), and v,(x, t) can be shown
to fulfill the Kohn theorem exactly. This is an important constraint on any
theory for the collective modes of a trapped gas, as stressed recently by
Zaremba et al. [100].

As a first step towards this goal we here consider the time-dependent
Hartree- Fock theory for the collective modes of the Bose condensed gas, in
which the collisionless Boltzmann equation in equation (3.138) is coupled
to the nonlinear Schrodinger equation in equation (3.145). It turns out
that a numerical determination of the eigenmodes of the collisionless Boltz-
mann equation is rather difficult. Therefore, we have recently proposed a
variational approach to solve these coupled equations [105]. Denoting the
anisotropic harmonic trapping potential used in the experiments [26,27] by
V(x) = E rncv?x/2

7

we first of all take for the condensate wave function
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the gaussian ansatz

(0(x))(t) = No 7(13? (t)

x exp
2q.

3 (1 irnqj(t) dqj (t)}
h dt ) (3.148)

x?

with the functions qi (t) describing the "breathing" of the condensate in
three independent directions. Clearly, this is the anisotropic generalization
of the gaussian ansatz that we used in Section 3.1 to study the stability of a
condensate with negative scattering length. Although it is not immediately
obvious that such an ansatz is also appropriate in the strong-coupling regime
of interest here, it has been shown by Perez-Garcia et al. [51] that at zero
temperature the assumption of a gaussian density profile nevertheless leads
to rather accurate results for the frequencies of the collective modes. We
therefore anticipate that at nonzero temperatures the same will be the case.

Next we also need an ansatz for the distribution function N(x, k; t) of
the thermal cloud. Here, we consider the Bose distribution

(N(x, lc t) = N' 1 H 1-141)3

(-(3) kBT(aj)

1 h2a (t)
2m

mxj daj (t) 2)
X (Xi)

kBT(Cti)2
ki

j (t) dt )
-1

2/Mil-
+

2 t)) 1) (3.149)
cy(

where aj(t) are again three scaling parameters, N' = N No is the number
of noncondensed particles, (aj) denotes the equilibrium value of a(t) that
in general is greater than 1 due to the repulsive interactions between the
atoms, and ((3) 1.202. The functional form of the distribution function
is physically motivated by the following reasons. First, by integrating over
the momentum hk we see that the time-dependent density profile of the
noncondensed cloud 711(x, t) is a time-independent function of xj/aj(t), as
desired. Second, for such a density profile we must have that the local
velocity h(kj)(x, t)Im is given by (x 1 ai (t))dcti (t) 1 dt. Third, we want the
equilibrium distribution to be only anisotropic in coordinate space, and not
in momentum space. This explains the appearance of the factor 1/(a)2 in
the exponent.

Using the ideal gas result for the number of condensate particles and
substituting the above ansatz for the condensate wave function and the

)
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Fig. 18. Collsionless modes in a Bose condensed 87R.b gas. The full lines give
the results with a Bose distribution ansatz for the distribution function of the
thermal cloud. Curves 1 and 2 correspond to the m = 0 in and out-of-phase
modes, respectively. Similarly, curves 3 and 4 give the frequencies of the in = 2
in and out-of-phase modes. The experimental data is also shown. Triangles are
for a in = 0 mode and circles for a in = 2 mode.

Wigner distribution function into the nonlinear Schrodinger and collisionless
Boltzmann equations, it is straightforward but somewhat tedious to derive
the six coupled equations of motion for the "breathing" parameters q(t)
and aj(t). Linearizing these equations around the equilibrium solutions
(qi) and (aj), respectively, we can then also obtain the desired eigenniodes
and eigenfrequencies. The results of this calculation for the trap parameters
of Jin et al. [26] are shown in Figure 18 together with the experimental data.
Note that the trap has a disk geometry with w Wr and W2 =
Due to the axial symmetry, the modes of the gas can be labeled by the
usual quantum number in that describes the angular dependence around
the z-axis. On the whole there appears to be a quite reasonable agreement
between this simple theory and experiment. The only exceptions are the
two data point almost halfway in between the in and out-of-phase in = 0
modes. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that experimentally
both modes are excited simultaneously [106]. To make sure of this, how-
ever, we need to determine the oscillator strength of the various modes
and it appears that the in-phase mode indeed dominates the response for
temperatures larger than about 0.6T, [105].

a"
3

= ca jitor.
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4 Outlook

With the latter remark we end this course on the use of field-theoretical
methods for the study of the equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties of
trapped atomic gases. Although we have in principle illustrated all the
necessary tools for an ab initio treatment of these new quantum systems,
many interesting topics still need to be considered in detail. We already
mentioned such topics as Fermi-Bose mixtures, the dynamics of condensate
collapse, the strong-coupling theory for the formation of a condensate in
either atomic Bose of Fermi gases, and the hydrodynamics of single or mul-
ticomponent atomic gases. Several other important areas of research, which
can also be easily addressed within the context of quantum field theory, are
atom lasers, the damping of collective modes, the behaviour of spinor con-
densates. the dynamics of topological excitations such as kinks, vortices and
sk. rin ions, quantum critical phenomena, the optical properties of superfluid
gases, and two-dimensional phase transitions. In view of these and many
other possibilities that are now experimentally feasible, it appears certain
that the physics of degenerate atomic gases will remain very exciting for
years to come.
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